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Even by conservative estimates, in the 18 months since the onset of 
Coronavirus on Indian shores in January 2020, tech adoption in the 
country has leaped by as much as a decade. Probably more. Digital 

now plays a vital role in work and life as firms, individuals and newer busi-
nesses adapt to technology like never before. 

Anywhere Tech is BT’s special annual compilation to showcase tech-
novation across the country. Take the case of the financial services in-
dustry where the big Q has long been whether banks of the future will 
be traditional banks as we know them or will technology finance firms 
such as Google, Facebook or Amazon dominate tomorrow’s banking 
industry. The advent of Fintechs and their roaring success in customer 
adoption, business ramp-up and valuations rattled the traditional bank-
ing industry. They swarmed over payments, lending, insurance among 
others to capture the unbanked and under-banked with their convenient 
apps. Banks tried to play catch-up but lagged hopelessly. Anand Adhikari 
explains how after a decade of tussle, the new and the old are learning to 
live with each other, though the jury is still out on the future of banking.

In foodtech, when aggregators such as Swiggy and Zomato surfaced, 
the writing on the wall was clear for the restaurants business. Consumers 
were going to switch to the convenience of ordering food home. Read Ajita 
Shashidhar’s account of how the `4.2-lakh-crore restaurant and food retail 
sector is fighting back — especially during the pandemic — with unprec-
edented tech adoption. Something the industry admits it overlooked when 
times were good. 

India’s higher education institutions have long looked for life beyond 
pen-paper assessments and classroom learning. Just when the Covid-
stricken industry had to give up on physical classrooms and in-person 
teaching, it turned to technology for substitutes —from course delivery to 
assessments, managing libraries and curriculum or even entrance test ex-
ams. Read Nidhi Singal’s piece on the ongoing transformation on campuses 
— beyond Edtech.

In healthcare, the industry is fast digitising in pretty much every 
aspect — taking to robotic surgery, electronic medical records main-
tenance, tracking of medicines from the factory to the user. Even in the 
fraternity’s way to keep itself updated on the latest in the industry — Con-
tinuous Medical Education. P.B. Jayakumar explains how greater adoption 
of Artificial Intelligence, Internet of Things and data analytics is slowly 
revolutionising how companies digitise sales pipelines and doctors per-
form surgeries, diagnose patients or even learn themselves. 

Among other offerings in the issue, Sumant Banerji captures why the fu-
ture of mobility is electric. The pandemic has only accelerated the move to 
an electric mobility world. Brace up for more technology in the daily com-
mute, be it electric vehicles, remote charging or driver-less cars. 

In roads and highways, the Centre now 
aims to remove toll booths across the coun-
try within a year as toll collection will be en-
abled by GPS. What does this mean?

And if health and fitness is your calling, 
Nidhi Singal shortlists the best wearables to 
buy — from measuring body temperature 
to oximeter to ECG. Just why sales of wear-
ables have skyrocketed. 
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India Inc. Shines in Q4
Nifty and Sensex companies 

report extraordinary growth in 
net profits in the January-March 
quarter of FY21. One reason is 

the low base of last year

The Point

10
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From time to time, you will see pages titled “Focus”, “An 
Impact Feature”, or “Advertorial” in Business Today. These 
are no different from an advertisement and the magazine’s 
editorial staff is not involved in their creation in any way.
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Kripalu’s Cricketing 
Lessons 

diageo india Md and CeO 
anand Kripalu is a fitness freak. 

he says cricket has taught 
him the importance of putting 

one’s team before oneself

Network
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clarity can help over-
come any ambiguity” 

Navin Chandani
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Marriage of 
Convenience  
From disrupters to 
partners, the Fintech-
bank relationship has 
come a long way. what 
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partnership?
Pg. 26

The 5G Dilemma
the pandemic has 
opened a fresh debate 
around the future of 5G 
in india. infrastructure 
requirements could 
further delay its launch
Pg. 32
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function
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homes and offices
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Wellness Wearables
From tracking vitals 
to helping you stay 
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ballgame altogether. 
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Pg. 82
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Job Losses Highest  
Since May 2020 

india’s labour participation 
rate fell another 0.2 per cent 

in april. this is the lowest after 
May 2020. the reason is strict 

lockdowns in several states 
that have brought large parts 

of the economy to a halt
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Job Losses 
HigHest since 
May 2020
î India’s labour 
participation rate (LPR) 
fell another 0.2 per 
cent in April. This is the 
lowest after May 2020. 
The reason is strict 
lockdowns in several 
states that have brought 
large parts of the 
economy to a halt
î In absolute terms, 
labour force shrank 
1.1 million month-on-
month to 424.6 million 
compared with 425.8 
million in March
î The unemployment 
rate of 8 per cent was 
the highest since 
December 2020

Source: MOSPI

Source: Ministry of Commerce

Labour Market 
StatiSticS (%)
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Merchandise 
Trade Up 
196% in April
î India’s merchandise exports rose 
196 per cent year-on-year (Y-o-Y) 
from $10.4 billion in April 2020 
to $30.63 billion in April 2021. 
However, they were 11 per cent 
lower than March 2021 ($34.45 
billion). Merchandise imports rose 
167 per cent to $45.7 billion
î Contraction in exports outpaced 
that in imports, hence trade deficit 
during the month widened to $15.10 
billion, from $13.93 billion in the 
previous month
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….While 
Finished 
Steel 
Production 
Rises 387%
î Finished steel production 
rose 387 per cent in April to 
7.6 million tonnes
î The sharp spike can be 
attributed to low base of 
April 2020 when production 
had fallen 82.09 per cent as 
the entire country was put 
under a strict lockdown

Power Generation From Conventional 
Sources Up 42.5% in April…
î Gross power generation from conventional 
sources rose 42.5 per cent Y-o-Y in April
î Though the sharp rise can be attributed to base 
effect (April 2020 was the first lockdown month), 
power generation during April 2021, 115.5 billion 
kwh, was the third-highest ever. It had touched an 
all-time high of 118.8 billion kwh in March 2021
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Petroleum 
CPSes' CaPex 
uP 25% in aPril

î A dozen central public sector enterprises 
(CPSEs) in the oil and gas sector reported a 
capex of `5,610 crore in April. This is 25 per 
cent more than `4,480 crore spent in the 
same period a year ago
î The 12 firms have a FY22 spending target 
of over `1 lakh crore. April capex was 5.4 per 
cent of that

 Apr-20   Apr-21

 2,769
 1,893

ONGC

 114
 1,411

HPCL  460
 997

IOC

 30
 340

BPCL

 231
 300

OIL

Numbers for top 
five oil PSUs; 

Source: Company 
Filings

Source: PIB Source: EY

The Point

Government 
Extends Tax 
Timelines

India 3rd in 
Renewable 
Energy 
Attractiveness 
Index

î The Ministry of Finance has extended 
timelines for several compliances under 
the Income-Tax Act in view of the surge 
in Covid-19 infections
î The due date for furnishing of income 
tax returns (ITRs) for Assessment Year 
(AY) 2021-22 for individuals has been 
extended by two months to September 
2021
î The ministry has also extended the 
due date of ITR filing for companies 
for Assessment Year 2021-2022 from 
October 31, 2021, to November 30, 2021

Particulars ExtEndEd to

Return of 
Income (Individuals) AY 21 30th Sep., 2021

Report of Audit  
Year 2020-21 31st Oct., 2021

Report from an  
Accountant 30th Nov., 2021

Return of Income (firms) 
AY 21 31st Dec., 2021

Belated/revised Return  
of Income AY 21 31st Jan., 2022

î India has been ranked third in EY’s 
Renewable Energy Country Attractiveness 
Index. Last year, it was ranked 4th
î  Installed solar PV capacity in India is now 
39 GW. India committed to setting up 450 
GW of renewable energy power capacity 
(installed) by 2030 at a recent climate 
summit hosted by the US

1 United States 

2 China 

3 india
4 United Kingdom

5 France

6 Australia

7 Germany

8 Japan 

9 Netherlands 

10 Spain

Global rEnEwablE EnErGy 
attractivEnEss indEx

Serum (Astra) 
Projected to 
Dominate Covid 
Vaccine Market
î According to Investec Securities 
estimates, Serum (Astra) will be the 
top seller of Covid-19 vaccine in India 
in FY22
î J&J, Pfizer, Novavax and Cadila 
are expected to have low single digit 
market share

2 Cadila 3
6 Novavax 5
5 Pfizer 3
6 J&J 5

14 Sputnik 
V 10

24 Bharat 
Bio 27

43 Serum 
(Astra) 46

 VALUE% VOLUME%   

Expected Companywise 
Share in Indian COVID 
Vaccine Market in FY22

Source: Investec Securities estimates
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the Income-Tax Act in view of the surge 
in Covid-19 infections
î The due date for furnishing of income 
tax returns (ITRs) for Assessment Year 
(AY) 2021-22 for individuals has been 
extended by two months to September 
2021
î The ministry has also extended the 
due date of ITR filing for companies 
for Assessment Year 2021-2022 from 
October 31, 2021, to November 30, 2021

Particulars ExtEndEd to

Return of 
Income (Individuals) AY 21 30th Sep., 2021

Report of Audit  
Year 2020-21 31st Oct., 2021

Report from an  
Accountant 30th Nov., 2021

Return of Income (firms) 
AY 21 31st Dec., 2021

Belated/revised Return  
of Income AY 21 31st Jan., 2022

î India has been ranked third in EY’s 
Renewable Energy Country Attractiveness 
Index. Last year, it was ranked 4th
î  Installed solar PV capacity in India is now 
39 GW. India committed to setting up 450 
GW of renewable energy power capacity 
(installed) by 2030 at a recent climate 
summit hosted by the US
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Serum (Astra) 
Projected to 
Dominate Covid 
Vaccine Market
î According to Investec Securities 
estimates, Serum (Astra) will be the 
top seller of Covid-19 vaccine in India 
in FY22
î J&J, Pfizer, Novavax and Cadila 
are expected to have low single digit 
market share
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14 Sputnik 
V 10
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Bio 27
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 VALUE% VOLUME%   
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Vaccine Market in FY22

Source: Investec Securities estimates
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over 7,000 doctors through an easy-to-use 
interface on web and mobile. Even Cisco, 
whose teams worked with several large ITeS, 
financial services/insurance and public sec-
tor companies in India to enable their work-
force to work from home due to the pandem-
ic, was backed by its Cloud-enabled security 
and technology tools such as Cisco AnyCon-
nect VPN. Anand Patil, Director, Systems 
Engineering, Cisco, India and SAARC, says 
while the pandemic has impacted industries 
in different ways, customers are looking for 
easy-to-use, easy-to-pay technology solu-
tions. The demand for simplified, secure, 
enterprise-grade, Cloud-delivered technol-
ogies is rising, he says.

For IT service providers, mature markets 
like the US, Europe and Australia are leading 
spends in digital transformation and Cloud 
adoption. According to Naveen Mishra, Se-
nior Director Analyst, Gartner, solutions 
around analytics, business intelligence, AI, 
ML and IoT are some of the biggest sources 
of revenue for IT companies (for most, these 
account for nearly half their revenues). For 
instance, Damen Shipyards Group has got 
TCS to develop an IoT platform for its ves-
sels. It plans to use 10,000-15,000 sensors in 
vessels to enable predictive maintenance, re-
mote servicing and savings in fuel consump-
tion. Bengaluru-based Wipro has also seen 
a rise in demand for Cloud, AI/ML, IoT ser-
vices from several industries, including re-
tail, healthcare, ecommerce, manufacturing 
and telecom. It is offering catalogue-based 
services such as strategy, planning, design 
and Cloud implementation. 

Process Automation 
A recent survey by UiPath, a global software company, 
among Indian workers showed they waste 4.5 hours a week 
on tasks they feel can be automated. These include sending 
emails, scheduling calls/meetings, keying in data and creat-
ing datasets. A total of 40 per cent global respondents said 
their employers have increased investment in automation 
in 2021. “Much of the migration to Cloud in the past 12-18 
months has been spurred by adoption of AI and intelligent 
automation,” says Subram Natarajan, CTO and Director, 
Technical Sales, IBM Technology Sales, India/South Asia. 
Though RPA has been around for a while, its integration 
with AI has gained momentum of late, he adds. 

Wipro is combining RPA with AI and smart analytics. 
Customers, say experts, expect value-added services such 

data via AI. That is why IT service providers are asking cli-
ents to treat Cloud not as an end in itself but a launch pad 
for innovation. Microsoft’s growth in quarter ended March 
2021 was driven by its Azure Cloud platform’s 50 per cent 
revenue growth (server products and Cloud services grew 
26 per cent). 

“We are accelerating innovation to meet customers 
where they are,” says Rajiv Sodhi, Chief Operating Officer, 
Microsoft India. The Azure Stack HCI (Hyper Converged 
Infrastructure) provides security, performance and fea-
ture updates. It helps companies deploy Windows and 
Linux virtual machines using their existing tools, process-
es and skill sets.

Apollo Hospital’s new omni-channel healthcare plat-
form, Apollo 24|7, too, uses Azure to connect patients with 

ince April 2020, Cisco’s collaboration platform, 
WebEx, has on an average clocked 25 billion meeting min-
utes a month. Outside the United States, India has been the 
second-highest user, recording 40 per cent year-on-year in-
crease in March 2021. Does this mean in-person meetings 
will become history? Probably not. However, most changes 
at the workplace triggered by the pandemic are here to stay.

This is not surprising. Adoption of digital technol-
ogy has seen a decade's growth in the past 12-15 months as 
companies shifted to the distributed remote work model. 
This meant increased demand for Cloud service providers. 
Companies also adopted digital tools  to make operations 
more efficient. These included Artificial Intelligence (AI), 
Machine Learning (ML) and Robotic Process Automation 
(RPA), which involves automating repetitive tasks. As digi-
tal became big, cyber attacks also rose and security became a  
concern. 

As these trends unfold over time, information technol-

ogy (IT) companies are adopting new ways to help their cli-
ents manage these technological changes.

On Cloud Nine
The massive surge in adoption of Cloud services after the 
pandemic struck is making IT companies adopt an inte-
grated Cloud-first strategy to meet demands of their con-
sumers. A survey by global market intelligence firm IDC 
for Q4 of 2020 shows that 60 per cent Indian organisations 
exceeded their 2020 Cloud budgets by 5-15 per cent. The 
number one reason they cited was Covid-19.

From transforming business models to hiring experts 
in AI, ML and analytics, IT companies are doing everything 
possible to tap into the demand for Cloud services. They 
have, for example, helped healthcare companies run simu-
lations on Cloud for formulations and drug discovery. 

RPA, too, has become an important tool for raising em-
ployee productivity, streamlining processes and improving 
process quality and designs in order to improve customer 
experience. For instance, ICICI Prudential Life Insurance’s 
virtual assistant, LiGo, uses IBM Watson AI to interact 
with policyholders, address queries, provide personalised 
account-specific information by applying NLP (natural 
language processing) and recognise the meaning behind 
the queries through deep learning techniques. 

As governments, enterprises and startups shift to the 
Cloud, India’s spending on public Cloud is expected to be 
$4 billion-plus in 2021, up 25 per cent year on year. The re-
cent ‘Cloud Radar 2021’ survey conducted by the Infosys 
Knowledge Institute among enterprises from six regions 
showed that effective Cloud adoption can help companies 
earn nearly $414 billion in net profits. According to the 
report, the performance of top businesses (annual profit 
growth) was linked to how they used the Cloud for faster 
product development, finding solutions, expanding pro-
cessing capacity, collaboration and unlocking value from 
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as alerts, promotions, intelligence and reviews for faster 
decision making. Automation provides Wipro instant feed-
back, helping clients understand customers better and im-
prove services.

“RPA is important to increase employee productivity, 
streamline processes, improve process quality and designs 
and, thereby, provide enhanced customer experience,” says 
Rishu Sharma, Principal Analyst, Cloud & Artificial Intel-
ligence, IDC India. 

Companies want to use data as a strategic asset, auto-
mate processes and innovate with new operating models. 
Mahesh Zurale, Senior Managing Director, Lead - Accen-
ture’s Advanced Technology Centers in India, sees need 
for more intelligent automation solutions. “According 
to a recent Accenture survey of 4,300 executives, 60 per 
cent of leaders have accelerated investments in RPA and 

AI,” he says. Investing in automation is no longer just a 
cost issue. Gone are the days when companies adopted an 
intelligent automation platform and waited 18 months for 
results, says Subram. “Today companies take a process-
centric approach, create an immediate business impact 
and move on the next area of automation rather than 
establishing a platform and then talking about automa-
tion,” he says. 

As automation and intelligent RPA have had a direct im-
pact on the kind of talent needed, IT service providers are 
making huge investments to reskill their workforce. TCS 
has over 3.7 lakh people trained in new technologies and 4.5 
lakh in Agile, a TCS proprietary methodology  that enables 
enterprise-wide agile transformations without the con-
straint of location. Also, over 2.4 lakh Infosys employees 
use Lex, a learning solution to help organisations accelerate 
their talent transformation journey. It is a Cloud-first and 
mobile-first solution. However, till now, service providers 

have had a reactive approach to re-skilling their workforce, 
say experts. “They anticipate an uptick of automation tech-
nologies and work out the impact and do their reskilling,” 
says Arup Roy, VP Analyst, Gartner. But predicting tech-
nology trends way ahead of their implementation is not an 
easy task.

Data and Security 
With digital becoming all pervasive, cyber attacks, too, 
are getting deadlier and more frequent. Recently, in the 
United States, Colonial Pipeline had to pay a ransom of 
$4.4 million to regain control of its systems from hackers. 
The pandemic has made data and security a top concern for 
enterprises across the globe. IBM’s Security report released 
earlier this year pointed out that India is the second-most 
attacked country in the Asia-Pacific, accounting for 7 per 
cent of all cyber attacks in Asia. Ransomware accounted 
for nearly 40 per cent of these attacks. Manufacturing and 
energy were the most attacked industries in 2020, second 
only to finance and insurance. 

That is why large enterprises are now cre-
ating board-level cybersecurity commit-
tees for risk management. “In 2020, Gart-
ner’s Board of Directors Survey detailed 
cybersecurity-related risk to be the sec-
ond-highest source of risk for enterpris-
es,” says Rajpreet Kaur, Sr Principal Ana-

lyst, Gartner. The primary reason is the cost and loss of 
trust among customers. Research firms and experts have 
cautioned that the attacks will increase in 2021 in all sec-
tors. According to the annual Cybercrime report by Cyber-
securities Venture, cybercrimes are estimated to cost the 
global economy $6 trillion in 2021, double the 2015 number. 

All this makes data security all the more important. 
“Newer models of data storage on private Cloud are emerg-
ing, which can act as a good measure to deal with cyber 
threats,” says Atul Gupta, Partner, IT Advisory and Cyber 
Security Leader, KPMG in India. The key factors deciding 
companies' approach towards data storage include avail-
ability of data at all times, ease of access across channels, 
adequate controls, protection from cyber threats and regu-
latory requirements. Anand of Cisco says they are enhanc-
ing Cloud-based application security products – Cisco 
Tetration, Stealthwatch Cloud, Duo Beyond, AppDynam-
ics – to enable visibility, performance agility, monitoring, 
real-time response and actionable insights.

As the spread of digital technology has increased sharp-
ly globally over the last 16 months, the world is witnessing 
an entirely new set of rules and behaviour. And that will 
surely impact lives across the board. 
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decade ago, the entry of Fintechs in the fast-
growing financial services space was a shocker for 
traditional banks. bankers were worried that at 
some stage in the future, Fintechs would eat their 
lunch. be it payments, software as a service, or lend-
ing, the new age start-ups in the financial services 
space went all out with innovative models in under-
banked and unbanked areas to woo customers. but 
banks, too, followed with their digitisation drives, 
pushing Fintechs back. regulators also stepped in 
to fill the gaps and encourage innovations. For in-
stance, the unified payment interface-based plat-
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form hit mobile wallet players hard. On the other side, 
the entry of Techfins such as Google Pay, Amazon Pay 
and WhatsApp started changing the rules of the games. 
While the tug of war still continues, the jury is still out 
on the future of traditional banks.

A  Win-win For Both
A partnership model has been evolving steadily between 
Fintechs and banks in the past few years. Fintechs bring 
in the perspective from the customer standpoint, which 
sometimes banks may not be able to because of multiple 
functions. 

“Fintechs need banks as much as banks need Fin-
techs. We look at it as a collaborative partnership. We 
work in conjunction with Fintechs to deliver superior 
customer experience,” says Shalini Warrier, Executive 
Director at Aluva, Kerala-headquartered Federal Bank. 

Meghna Suryakumar, Founder and CEO, Credi-
watch, a Fintech that deals with digital onboarding, 
credit assessment and risk management, says there are 
always going to be challengers and partners. “A major-
ity of Fintechs end up partnering with banks,” she adds. 
Banks need strategic technology tie-ups to focus on ex-
isting customers, whereas Fintechs bring technology, 
innovative products, and also a bet-
ter understanding of risks by using 
databases. ”The need of the banking 
sector is to use Fintechs to create an 
elephant called the bank,” says a pub-
lic sector banker. 

Services On Offer
Banks currently engage with Fintechs 
for value-added services or software 
as a service, which help them influ-
ence customer experience through 
Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine 
Learning (ML) and other digital tools. 
In fact, Fintechs are coming up with 
smart solutions for traditional banks 
to plug and play. Banks only need to 
open up their core banking solutions 
and Application Programming Inter-
face (API) for Fintech players. 

“A lot of automation and tech used 
in traditional banks is being pushed by 
Fintechs. The journey of digitisation 
in the banking sector has started,” 
says Satyam Kumar, CEO and Co-
founder at LoanTap, which offers per-
sonal and business loans.

Today, banks have hundreds of 
Fintech tie-ups. The country's larg-

est bank, SBI, for example, is using Fintech services for 
real-time KYC (Know Your Customer) verification, 
underwriting small and medium enterprises (SMEs), 
gamification for employee engagement, machine-based 
learning model, and data analytics. Today, Fintechs have 
become a crucial link for banks to provide better and 
faster services.

Bank-Fintech partnerships have also extended to ag-
ritech (the application of technology to make the farming 
process more efficient) space. A number of agritechs are 
offering information services. “These partnerships are 
now taking the shape of co-branded products. Banks are 
ready to pay for the information, which they were not pay-
ing earlier,” says Yogesh Patil, CEO at Skymet. The private 
forecaster has tied up with Bank of Baroda for information, 
including weather forecast, crop advisory services etc.  

“Banks and Fintechs share a symbiotic relationship. 
Fintechs bring in the idea and banks provide maturity. 
The idea and the maturity together offer a superior cus-
tomer experience,” says Ravindra Pandey, Chief Digital 
Officer, SBI.

Traditional bankers agree that the ostrich approach 
will not work in the current environment. Post pandem-
ic, many banks, which were reluctant earlier, are now en-

keeping players away from the payments business. 
“Payment Fintechs have to morph. The money is not 

in providing banking services, but in the lending busi-
ness,” says Raj N., Founder of Fintech start-up Zaggle. 
BharatPe, for instance, is giving the QR code and POS 
machine free to merchants, but is building a lending 
model on top of it from the data collected. Many Fintechs 
in the payments space are now reworking their business 
models to foray into the lending business.

learly, the lending model is showing the 
potential for Fintechs to grow in the long 
term. There is a huge underserved and 
underbanked population not covered by 
both banks and traditional non-banking 
financial companies (NBFCs). Fintechs 
are making big inroads into small-ticket 

size loan segments like loans to security guards, maids, 
and tea sellers. Similarly, Fintechs have designed cash 
flow lending to micro-entrepreneurs. Some Fintechs are 
innovating ‘buy now and pay later’ models by analysing 
extensive customer data for crediworthiness.

“The relation between banks and Fintechs is a very 
symbiotic relationship. There are areas where collabo-
ration is not only the desired way, but the only way for-
ward,” says Krishnan Vishwanathan, Founder at Onemi 
Technologies (Kissht). The balance sheet and cost of 
funds are very critical in the lending business, he says, 
adding, Fintechs will always require the support of 

gaging with Fintechs. 
In the payments space, banks have taken a lead, al-

though Fintechs started as disrupters. Regulatory inter-
ventions and the launch of UPI gave banks a big leg-up. 
The interoperability in the transfer of funds under the 
UPI system has made the wallet business unviable.

“There is an expectation that payments are free. Cus-
tomers don’t want to pay for payments,” says a Fintech 
player. Traditional banks with diversified and large op-
erations are in a better position to fight Fintechs in the 
payments space since they can easily subsidise their 
offerings by crossing a loan and investment product.  
In fact, banks have taken big steps by launching super 
apps and through the addition of new features such as 
card-less withdrawals. “In terms of technology, banks 
are ready to deploy more capabilities in the payments 
space,” says a private banker. He admits banks are a bit 
slow on the merchant side, but well placed for person-to-
person payments post the UPI launch.

The QR code for merchant payments has served as 
a booster dose for Fintechs. Most Fintech innovations 
are now happening on the merchant payment side. The 
scrapping of merchant discount rate (MDR) on UPI Ru-
Pay payments from January 2020 came as a big jolt for 
Fintechs, who are now looking beyond payments. Cur-
rently, no fee is collected from the merchant or the cus-
tomer in a digital transaction. The MDR money, shared 
between POS (point of sale) issuing bank, card-issuing 
bank, and payment network (Visa or MasterCard), is 

Fintechs also need 
banks as much as banks 
need Fintechs. We look 
at it as a collaborative 
partnership. We work in 
conjunction with Fintechs 
to deliver superior 
customer experience”
Shalini Warrier, Executive Director  
& COO, Federal Bank
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is moving towards Neobanking, a nimble, agile kind of 
experience. SBI has plans to make its YONO app a mar-
ketplace for other banks. “It is not surprising at all. Banks 
will come to the forefront,” says Krishnan of Kissht. Here 
again, the partnership model is emerging between Tech-
fins and banks. Federal is one of the four banks that offers 
personal loans on Google Pay. The latter had announced 
its partnership with private banks to facilitate pre-ap-
proved loans instantly for Google Pay customers. Other 
banks on Google Pay include HDFC Bank, ICICI Bank 
and Kotak Mahindra Bank. Google Pay customers can get 
hassle-free loans via the app. The money gets credited di-
rectly into their accounts.

“More competition is welcome… The payments in-
dustry is getting revolutionised with new players and 
new modes of payments,” says Federal Bank’s Warrier.

But, there are bankers who still look at Fintechs with 
skepticism.“Fintechs are like parasites using the bank-
ing system and gaining valuations,” says a banker. 

Today, Fintechs without banking licences, are enjoy-
ing billion-dollar valuations. These asset-light players 
are riding on the network of banks. In the past, banks 
embraced Fintechs and created silos. “This brought a lot 

tomer for loans. Platforms have to issue a loan sanctioning 
letter on the letterhead of the bank or NBFC.

Growing Ambitions
Fintechs are looking to tap a large segment that doesn't 
have access to credit or can’t access credit at a good interest 
rate. Given the boundary that banks operate within, Fin-
techs are filling the gap by innovating and using multiple 
data points to lend. “Fintechs backed by a different set of 
capital are filling the gaps as they are taking the risks,” says 
Krishnan of Kissht. 

There is a likelihood of some Fintechs making it big in 
the next 5-10 years. Bajaj Finance, for instance, has come 
up with a differentiated lending model by successfully 
creating a tech-based consumer durable loan market. 
Many banks are now working on a Bajaj Finance kind 
of model to create a consumer durable portfolio. The 
market potential in many loan segments is huge. Also, 
not all banks will be able to exploit the digital potential. 
Besides, there may be some Fintechs already operating 
with a marketplace model. BankBazaar is an example 
where multiple banks offer retail products. 

Some banks are also responding to the new threat from 
Fintechs and Techfins through apps. Traditional banking 

banks because of the cost of funds arbitrage. For lending, 
one has to reduce the cost of lending.

“The model that is prevalent is the risk-backed model. 
Banks are willing to take 100 percent exposure on their 
balance sheet. They do it because of the risk comfort 
from the partnership,” says Krishnan of Kissht.  Under 
the agreement, the Fintech bears the first 10 per cent of 
the loss, or if the loans go bad beyond a specific time, it 
buys it from the bank. 

“Fintechs have the connection, but not the capital to 
lend. Banks have both money and capital. So, they will 
coexist. The pie is very large and in absolute terms, both 
will grow,” says Pandey of SBI. 

year ago, lending tie-ups had come under 
the scanner for unhealthy practices and 
customer-protection issues. In June last 
year, the RBI came out with guidelines on 
co-lending. The central bank has asked 
banks and NBFCs to disclose names of 
digital lending platforms engaged as 

agents or distributors. The RBI has also directed such 
lending platforms to disclose the name of the bank or the 
NBFC on whose behalf they are interacting with the cus-

of inefficiencies,” says a banking consultant. Ultimately, 
banks have to know their customers well. 

“If you know your customer well, your ability to assess 
the customer’s lifetime value will be much better,” he adds. 
This will also help banks offer customers better products. 
“If a bank knows the intrinsic value of a customer from the 
products used by him/her, the bank can easily calculate the 
lifetime value of the customer. The cost of servicing a cus-
tomer also comes down,” says another consultant.

Some predict a deeper partnership between banks 
and Fintechs going forward. “Fintechs will offer end-to-
end services, from lead generation to collection. Banks 
will follow regulations, compliance, etc,” says Suryaku-
mar of Crediwatch. But the space is still open for new 
kinds of licences in the future. In the last decade, the RBI 
issued differentiated banking licences like Payments 
Banks and Small Finance Banks. “There is a space for 
digital banking. Globally, there are licensed Neobanks 
like Monzo, 86400, N26, Revolut, etc,” says Raj of Zaggle.

Clearly, the field is wide open for disruption and new 
models in the near future. 
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engage with Fintechs 
for value-added 
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as a service, which 
help them influence 
customer experience 
through AI, ML and 
other digital tools
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By Manu KaushiK

The pandemic has opened a fresh 
debaTe around The fuTure of 5G in 

india. infrasTrucTure requiremenTs 
could furTher delay iTs launch

vandalised and doT issued an official statement 
to allay concerns. “it has come to the notice of 
the doT that several misleading messages are 
being circulated on various social media plat-
forms claiming the second wave of coronavirus 
has been caused by the testing of 5G mobile tow-
ers...these messages are false and absolutely not 
correct...the general public is hereby informed 
that there is no link between 5G technology and 
spread of covid-19...moreover, it is informed 
that testing of the 5G network has not yet started 
anywhere in india,” according to the statement.

The anti-5G lobby got greater prominence 
when bollywood actor Juhi chawla recently 
filed a petition in the delhi high court against 
the roll-out of 5G in the country. Though the 
court dismissed her petition and fined her `20 
lakh for “abusing the process of law”, the matter 
is unlikely to die down soon. Why?

a telecom consultant says the reasons are 
two-fold: malicious intent of some people, and 
lack of information about the effects of radio 
waves on living beings. “There are two types of 
people behind it. Those who have a vested inter-
est, and have an axe to grind. The second type 
is sitting on the fence, but if someone creates 
a doubt in their minds, they start to believe in 
the worst,” he says, adding, people who spread 

here are still believers of the flat earth theo-
ry,” says s.p. Kochhar, director-General, cel-
lular operators association of india (coai), a 
lobby body representing indian telecom opera-
tors. “The doubting community will always be 
there. it’s not black and white. enough studies 
have been done already,” he says on the issue of 
fresh concerns over possible links between 5G 
technology and the spread of coronavirus.

over the past couple of months, telcos and 
the department of Telecommunications (doT) 
officials have been fighting a perception battle 
against a group of people who believe that 5G 
could harm humans. last month, telecom tow-
ers in certain parts of haryana and punjab were 
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rumours mask pertinent details. “No-
body wants to go into the depth of it. 
The government should step in to take 
action against people with bad intent. 
As for fence-sitters, the industry needs 
to spread awareness,” he says.  

 
Truth vs Hype 
The race for 5G in India began early 
this year when Sunil Mittal-led Bharti 
Airtel became the first telecom opera-
tor to demonstrate live 5G services over 
a commercial network in Hyderabad. 
Last year, Reliance Industries Chair-
man Mukesh Ambani indicated that 
Reliance Jio would launch 5G services 
in the second half of 2021. That seems 
unlikely, given that its 5G test runs have 
just started, and the government is yet 
to auction 5G spectrum (3,300-3,600 
megahertz or MHz).

Some experts are apprehensive of 
the launch of 5G services even next year 
since telcos will need to put up more 
towers and small cell sites, an area they 
are likely to face resistance from public, 
and RWAs (resident welfare associa-
tions) in particular. “5G works on high-
er frequencies, and by design, it would 
require street furniture (installing 
small cells over billboards, light poles, 
park benches, utility poles, traffic sig-
nals, etc.) for propagation, especially 
in dense urban locations. This requirement could delay the 
launch since health concerns have heightened due to the 
pandemic,” says an industry expert.

Initially, telcos are expected to launch 5G in Delhi, 
Mumbai and Hyderabad, before heading to rural areas 
where setting up street furniture might not be required. 
“Smaller towers need less power to function, and hence, 
they emit less radiation compared to large ones. Higher fre-
quencies cannot even warm up the body, forget penetrating 
it. I cannot do future gazing, but I don’t see any roadblocks 
for 5G launch as of now,” says COAI’s Kochhar. Typically, 
a small cell tower covers a radius of less than a kilometre, 
compared to 3-3.5 kilometres for existing ones.  

 
Rules in Place
The Centre has been proactive in addressing radiation 
concerns from mobile towers. Part of the reason being that 
the issue keeps cropping up after every few years as it had 
with 2G, 3G and 4G. In 2017, for instance, the DoT launched 
Tarang Sanchar portal, which gives easy access to radiation 
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levels of mobile towers. If users have an 
issue with any particular tower, they 
can call for a re-check. Similarly, the 
DoT has prescribed norms for exposure 
limit for base station emissions, which 
are 10 times more stringent than safe 
limits prescribed by the International 
Commission on Non-Ionizing Radia-
tion Protection (ICNIRP) and recom-

mended by the World Health Organization (WHO).
But, experts say the government needs to do more than 

just relying on the findings of WHO or the ICNIRP (a pri-
vate industry body) since the anti-5G lobby has evidence to 
show. A two-year study commissioned by the US Food and 
Drugs Administration (FDA) proves cancer in male rats 
and some in female rats when exposed to the kinds of radia-
tion emitted from 2G and 3G phones.

Then, in September 2017, over 180 scientists and doc-
tors from 35 countries recommended a moratorium on the 
roll-out of 5G until potential hazards for humans and the 
environment are fully investigated by scientists. 

“India needs to discuss a 5G radiation strategy to 
safeguard environment, human and living beings. The 
main argument in defence is that there is no concrete 
evidence to show any negative impact of the technology 
on living organisms. That is also the official stand of the 
government. Nobody has done any research or study to 
assess the impact. Everybody just relies on the ICNIRP 
report of 1998 when 4G and 5G were non-existent,” says 

THE RED 
FLAGS

In May this year, people 
in Haryana and Punjab 

attacked mobile towers 
over Covid-19 fears

Telcos argue that concerns 
were also raised with 2G, 

3G, 4G, but none was 
proved

According to the DoT, there 
is no link between 5G and 

Covid-19

The DoT’s prescribed norms 
for exposure limit for base 
stations are 10 times more 

stringent than the safe 
limits prescribed by WHO

Telcos are currently testing 
5G across urban, semi-urban 
and rural areas. The trials are 

likely to last for six months
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says the telecom consultant quoted above.
Consultancy firm Deloitte says the power transmitted 

from mobile telephony, including 5G, is far lower than that 
from light bulbs, television, radio towers, or even sunlight 
on an overcast day. “The quantity of this power is measured 
in watts, and a single watt is a tiny quantity of energy. The 
power transmitted by mobile phones used in 2021 and into 
the foreseeable future can reach up to two watts, depend-
ing on the age of the phone; it can be as low as 0.001 watt, 
with the vast majority of devices in use this year peaking 
at 1 watt. By comparison, the power transmitted by CB 
(citizens band) radios, which have been in use for decades, 
reaches up to four watts,” says a recent Deloitte report. 

The report also says a person less than half a meter away 
from a 25-watt bulb is exposed to thousand time more ra-
diation than the one standing 10 meters away from a high-

powered 5G base station. “People absorb five times more 
radio frequency exposure from FM radio and TV broad-
casts than from mobile network base stations,” it adds.

The biggest argument in favour of 5G is that there have 
been no incidents of health hazards in countries where 5G 
networks are commercially live for more than a year. Ac-
cording to Internet speed monitoring firm Ookla, there 
are over 65,000 live 5G deployments across the world with 
a majority of them in the US, Germany, and China. “When 
a technology is being developed just now, how can we have 
concrete evidences in its support?” asks TEMA’s Goyal.

The large-scale launch of 5G is still some time away, but 
arguments against the technology are showing no signs of 
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The pandemic has 
noT impacTed The 
elecTric vehicle 
sTory adversely. 

in facT, iT may 
have acceleraTed 

The shifT

he pandemic may have come as a rude shock for doubt-
ing Thomases who believed that the future of mobility 
is something else. While sale of conventional passenger 
vehicles and two-wheelers in the country declined over 9 
per cent and 13 per cent, respectively, in fy21, electric two- 
and four-wheelers bucked the trend and posted impressive 
growth. 

sales of electric two-wheelers surged over 64 per cent, 
while four-wheelers grew over 68 per cent. yes, this is on 
a small base, but encouraging. in a year where nearly two 
months were lost due to lockdown, it is the clearest indica-
tion yet that after sputtering for years, the electric mobil-
ity story is on track towards an inflection point when it will 
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become mainstream. 
“Covid did us a favour as sustainability and people’s 

preference for greener vehicles increased, as did the slant 
towards private mobility. We believe the industry is just 
getting started and there are exciting times ahead of us,” 
says Nagesh Basavanahalli, Group CEO and Managing Di-
rector, Greaves Cotton, which acquired electric two-wheel-
er company Ampere Vehicles in 2018. “We are beginning 
to see traction. We surpassed the full-year performance of 
FY2020 in just nine months of FY2021 despite Covid.” 

he strong growth for the segment prompt-
ed Nitin Gadkari, the Union Minister of 
Road Transport and Highways and one of 
the earliest advocates of electric mobility 
in the country, to say India would become 
the global leader in this technology.  “India 
is moving ahead towards making electric 

vehicles (EVs). In due course, we will be the number one EV 
maker in the world. All reputed brands are present in India,” 
Gadkari said while addressing the Amazon Smbhav sum-
mit on April 18. “We have tremendous capability for making 
green power. Within six months, I am confident we will be 

in a position to make 100 per cent lithi-
um-ion battery in India. E-mobility will 
be an important tool to develop pollu-
tion-free transport.”

One-stop Solution
EVs are touted as a one-stop solution to 
many problems in India. These include 
those related to air pollution and steep 
oil import bill that depletes our foreign 
exchange reserves. India consumes 
29.4 per cent of the world's oil and crude 
oil accounts for more than a quarter of 
its imports. It spent over $100 billion 
on oil imports in FY20. According to a 
report by Niti Aayog and Rocky Moun-
tain Institute, a reduction of 156 million 
tonnes of oil equivalent worth `3.9 lakh 
crore is possible by 2030 if EVs account 
for 40 per cent two-wheelers, cars and 
SUVs and 100 per cent commercial ve-
hicles and three-wheelers.

India is also the world's third-larg-
est emitter of carbon dioxide (CO2) 
at two million kilotons behind the US 
and China. In the national capital of 
Delhi, pollution due to particulate mat-
ter regularly exceeds the World Health 
Organization’s limits by a factor of 7-12. 
More EVs means less carbon emissions. 

“It is a no-brainer that EVs are the future. I think that 
is well-established now,” says Chetan Maini, Co-Founder 
and Vice Chairman, Sun Mobility who built India’s first 
electric car, Reva, back in the 1990s. At Sun Mobility, Maini 
is working to establish a network of battery swapping infra-
structure across the country. “An EV is even more suitable 
in high congestion cities and stop-go traffic conditions like 
we have in India,” he says.   

However, any new technology at the start comes at a 
price. EVs, too, cost more than their petrol and diesel coun-
terparts. But with more EVs being produced, the cost of 
lithium-ion batteries that account for nearly 50 per cent 
cost of an EV is falling fast — over the last decade, prices 
have dipped from $1,000 per MW Hour to just over $150 per 
MWH. They are tipped to fall below $100 by 2023, making 
EVs as cheap as internal combustion engine vehicles. 

On top of this, culmination of a number of local fac-
tors has provided a major tailwind for EVs in India. Till 
such time that EVs become affordable, the government 
has stepped in with a host of incentives under the umbrella 
FAME 2 Scheme. The level of incentives now on offer for 
EVs in India are the highest ever — up to `32,000 for elec-
tric two-wheelers, `3 lakh for electric cars and `35-55 lakh 
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Nitin Gadkari, Union Minister for Road 

Transport, Highways and MSMEs
For the world and for us, 
the way forward is electri-
fication. All our planning 
and strategy are based on 
our vision for the future of 
mobility. The future is all 
about partnerships and 
collaborations. We have 
set big targets for  
ourselves internally”
Pawan Munjal, Chairman and Managing 
Director, Hero MotoCorp
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for buses. There is an additional income tax rebate on loans 
taken for buying electric cars. 

States have granted more EV sweeteners. The new EV 
policy announced by the Delhi government last year, for 
example, offers additional subsidy of `30,000 for two-
wheelers and up to `1.5 lakh for electric cars. It has been 
widely lauded as a template for other cities and states in 
the country. “It is a holistic policy that addresses the core 
challenges of subsidising the cost difference with respect 
to internal combustion engine vehicles by giving financial 
incentives on loans, creation of charging stations and skill 
creation. Covid-19 gave us a rare glimpse into clear skies 
and cleaner air. We believe that accelerating EVs will bring 
health, geopolitical and economic benefits to India,” says 
Saurav Kumar, CEO & Founder, Euler Motors, a New Delhi-
based EV start-up.

he rise in prices of petrol and diesel that 
are at all-time highs also acts in favour of 
EVs. The running cost of an electric car is 
just `1 per km compared to petrol’s `9 per 
km and diesel’s ̀ 6 per km. The savings off-
set the higher price of the vehicle, making 
EVs more attractive to consumers. 

“India’s EV sector has been rapidly growing over the last 
three years as both Central and state governments have 
been taking initiatives to promote adoption of EVs,” says 
Jeetender Sharma, MD & Founder, Okinawa Autotech. 
“The recent hike in fuel prices has further pushed consum-
ers to look for alternatives such as EVs. We as a company 
aim to provide EVs that are on a par with internal combus-
tion engine vehicles.”

The More the Merrier
In addition to these, there has been an increase in the num-
ber of players, which is helping on two counts — increasing 

“The biggest thing is awareness and it is increasing ev-
ery quarter. The market is much bigger now, which offi-
cial numbers do not reflect, as it doesn’t count low-speed 
two-wheelers that do not require registration. Our esti-
mate is that it is already at 2,50,000-3,00,000 units,” says 
Basavanhalli of Greaves Cotton. “Quarter on quarter, this 
industry as a whole has been growing significantly. People 
are still coming to terms with electric two-wheelers. There 
are concerns over charging infrastructure, which are be-
ing cleared, as two-wheelers can be charged at home. With 
growing awareness, numbers will grow.”

Big conventional brands who were fence-sitters for long 
have also joined the fray. In 2019, TVS group launched its 
first electric scooter, iQube, in Bangalore and followed it 
up with Delhi in 2020. Bajaj Auto also threw in its hat in the 
ring with Chetak, marking its re-entry into the scooter seg-
ment all over again. 

 In four-wheelers, the big mover was Tata Nexon EV last 
year, which lowered the price barrier for the segment and 
quickly became the largest-selling electric car in the coun-
try. Tata is planning to follow it up with an electric version 
of its premium hatchback, Altroz, later this year, which may 
open doors further. The luxury car segment also saw action 
with the launch of Mercedes EQC and, more recently, Jaguar 
iPace. Audi, BMW and Volvo are set to follow suit very soon. 

Then there are the big movers in Ola and Hero Moto-
Corp that may boost the sector even further. On the four-

wheeler side, the entry of Tesla could have a similar impact. 
For a start-up, Ola’s plans are so ambitious that they can 

put established players in the shade.  It is investing `2,400 
crore to build a factory in Tamil Nadu that can produce two 
million electric scooters to begin with. It can be expanded 
to 10 million per annum. It bought Dutch startup Etergo 
last year. A significant part of the investment is for R&D. Its 
first offering will hit the roads by the middle of this year. It 
is also setting up 5,000 charging points in 100 Indian cities, 
which will be ramped up to 400 cities and 1,00,000 charg-
ing points. “Electric is the future of mobility and we are 
reimagining the entire user experience,” says Bhavish Ag-
garwal, Chairman and Group CEO, Ola. “Our plan to build 
a comprehensive charging network is a key piece of this. 
By creating the world’s largest and densest two-wheeler 
charging network, we will dramatically accelerate adoption 
of EVs and rapidly shift the industry to electric.”

India’s largest two-wheeler maker, Hero MotoCorp, is 
also readying its first electric offering this fiscal. The com-
pany is all about scale. It is going about it meticulously, ty-
ing up with Taiwanese electric two-wheeler maker Gogoro 
to develop products and battery swapping stations. Last 
year, it had said it would invest `10,000 crore this decade, a 
significant portion of which would be in EVs. 

“For the world and for us, the way forward is electrifica-
tion. All our planning and strategy are based on our vision 
for the future of mobility. The future is all about partner-
ships and collaborations. We have set big targets for our-
selves internally,” says Pawan Munjal, Chairman and Man-
aging Director, Hero MotoCorp. 

hile India is yet to officially spell out 
its electrification targets, the aspi-
ration, as mentioned by NITI Aayog, 
the government's primary think-
tank, is that 70 per cent of all com-
mercial cars, 30 per cent private 
cars, 40 per cent buses, and 80 per 

cent two-wheeler and three-wheelers would be electric by 
the end of this decade. 

If these targets are achieved, the numbers will be big. 
As per a study by the CEEW Centre for Energy Finance 
(CEEW-CEF), the market opportunity is worth nearly 
$206 billion (`14,42,000 crore) with cumulative EV sales 
in all vehicle segments projected to jump to over 100 mil-
lion units by FY30. It has estimated that over $180 billion 
(`12,50,000 crore) investment will be required in vehicle 
production and charging infrastructure until 2030.

“Availability and affordability of capital for OEMs, bat-
tery manufacturers, charge point operators and end con-
sumers would be key to determining the pace, efficiency 
and cost of India's transition to EVs,” says Vaibhav Pratap 
Singh, Senior Analyst at CEEW-CEF and the lead author of 

India wants to make 70 per cent commercial cars, 
30 per cent private cars, 40 per cent buses and 
80 per cent two-wheelers and three-wheelers 
electric by the end of this decade
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Electric is the future 
of mobility and we are 
reimagining the user 
experience of owning an 
electric vehicle. Our plan 
to build a comprehensive 
charging network is a key 
piece of this”
Bhavish Aggarwal, Chairman and  
Group CEO, Ola Electric

options for consumers and creating awareness and coun-
tering myths regarding the new technology. The bulk of the 
action right now is in two-wheelers, believed to be a low-
hanging fruit. Used mostly for shorter distances and intra-
city travel, two-wheelers do not need big batteries, making 
them more affordable and faster to recharge. Most of the 
heavy lifting in the first few years was done by manufactur-
ers like Hero Electric and Electrotherm. They were joined 
by a host of new age startups like Ather Energy, Revolt Mo-
tors, Okinawa, Ampere and Avan Motors expanding the op-
tions manifold for consumers. 
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the report. “Consistent policy support would also be criti-
cal. The recent announcements by the government to set 
up EV kiosks across 69,000 petrol stations in the country 
and permit sale and registration of EVs without batteries 
can give a boost to the sector.”

The study further estimates that India will need an an-
nual battery capacity of 158 GWh with an investment of $6.1 
billion (`42,900 crore) even if half of the battery manufac-
turing capacity is to be indigenous. The recently approved 
Production-Linked Incentive (PLI) Scheme for automobile 
and battery manufacturing sectors could create the right 
ecosystem for indigenisation and job creation in the EV 
sector.

he government is mindful of the opportu-
nity and the need for incentives which is 
why the biggest chunk of `57,000 crore in 
the overarching PLI Scheme was allocated 
for the domestic automobile industry. A 
major part of it is for future technology 
and electrification. For advanced chemis-

try cell battery storage, for example, a corpus of `18,100 
crore has been allocated.  

“The scheme is likely to ensure giga-scale cell manufac-
turing in India to substitute import dependency and pro-
vide the much-needed impetus to sectors like automobile 
and defence,” says Saurabh Agarwal, Partner, EY India. 
“Unlike other PLI schemes, this will be a bid-based scheme 

which will provide direct fiscal incentives to companies 
which commit highest volumes, timely scale-up and claim 
lowest incentives.”

Another big opportunity that has opened up is in charg-
ing infrastructure. The CEEW-CEF study says India would 
need a network of over 2.9 million public charging points by 
FY30, beyond the in-home charging points, which would 
require an investment of up to $2.9 billion (`20,600 crore). 
There are less than 1,000 public charging stations in the 
country at present. 

A McKinsey report puts the size of the opportunity even 
higher. It says that even at a moderate rate of adoption by 
2030, with only about 11 million battery EVs, India will need 
an estimated five million charging stations. This will entail 
an investment of $6 billion (about `42,000 crore).

It is this opportunity that has lured many startups to 
this space. The solutions are also innovative. One-year-old 
Bengaluru-based Charzer, for example, wants to set up an 
electric two-wheeler charging station on every street of ev-
ery city in the country. It has devised a low-cost hardware 
set-up that costs `15,000 and can be easily installed in all 
mofussil kirana stores. The company says the shop owner 
will be able to break even and recover his cost in a year even 
if it is utilised for just two hours daily. At six-seven hours 
a day, break-even can be achieved in three months and, 
thereafter, the shopkeeper can earn a profit of `7,000-
7,500 every month. 

“Lack of charging infrastructure is still a chicken and 
egg problem as without it there is range anxiety and, as a 
result, EVs do not proliferate. Our effort is to break that cy-
cle,” says Sameer Ranjan, one of three co-founders at Char-
zer. A B-Tech from NIT Raipur, Ranjan had also co-founded 
another EV startup, Fae Bikes, which provides electric 
scooters on rent to logistics companies.     

“We have been in the EV space for five years and know 
this industry from inside out. In the previous company, we 
realised the missing piece has always been chargers, which 
held back our own expansion as well as that of the EV eco-
system at large,” he says. 

Charzer has currently set up 120 charging points in the 
country. It lost some momentum due to the lockdown last 
year but is still confident of setting up 10,000 charging 
points by end-March 2022. “The initial response was tre-
mendous. We conveyed to people that these are the petrol 
pumps of the future,” he adds.

Vehicles zipping down roads and making zero noise 
and pollution. They can be recharged at malls, parking lots, 
overnight at home, docked at a supercharging station or 
even your friendly neighbourhood kirana store. Or a dis-
charged battery itself can be swapped for a new one. That is 
the future of mobility in India.   

   
@sumantbanerji

The biggest chunk of 
`57,000 crore in the PLI 
Scheme was allocated 
for the domestic 
automobile industry
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nstitutes of higher education in india have been 
looking beyond physical classrooms and paper-pen as-
sessments for a long time. in spite of this, adoption of 
education technology, or edtech, did not become a 
huge trend. the covid-10 outbreak has changed this. as 
the pandemic forced education institutions to abandon 
face-to-face teaching, educators turned to technology 
for everything, right from conducting entrance exams 
and course delivery to assessments and managing their 
knowledge repositories. digital whiteboards, hybrid 
classrooms, adaptive tracking camera systems, display 
equipment and audio-visual technologies are the new 
buzzwords at education institutes. 

“today, india finds itself doing well in the global 
edtech index with Bangalore and delhi at 7th and 14th 
positions, respectively, globally. while the edtech space 
had been growing at a steady pace over the years, the 
pandemic accelerated this growth, making way for a 
massive expansion in the sector,” says raj mruthyunjay-
appa, md & sVP, international operations, anthology 
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Pearl Academy and KL University, have used the platform 
to provide industry-relevant online learning to their stu-
dents, faculty and staff,” says Raghav Gupta, Managing 
Director, India and APAC, Coursera.

Knowledge Repository 
Deccan College, a postgraduate research institute in 
Pune, made available its wide collection of ejournals and 
ebooks for students. These included ebooks made avail-
able by National Digital Library through INFLIBNET, 
the South Asian Archive and the World ebook library. 
INFLIBNET, or Information and Library Network, is an 
autonomous inter-university centre of the University 
Grants Commission. The South Asia Archive is an online 
digital archive with millions of documents ranging from 
mid-18th to mid-20th century.

ibraries of higher education institutes today 
have more digital than traditional resources. 
US-based EBSCO, a provider of library solu-
tions, McGraw Hill Education and DELNET 
(Developing Library Network) have helped 
Lovely Professional University make avail-
able to students its repository of over 2.5 lakh 

e-resources, e-books, e-journals, e-magazines, e-research 
papers, along with other study material by hosting their 
URLs. IIM-Rohtak, Bennett University, Dehradun Insti-
tute of Technology, MDI-Gurgaon, UPES-Dehradun, Rajiv 

Gandhi Proudyogiki Vishwavidyalaya, Visvesvaraya Tech-
nological University and Indira Gandhi Agricultural Uni-
versity are some of the institutes that are accessing Banga-
lore-based KopyKitab’s digital collection of ebooks & 
branded digital content. KopyKitab has recorded over eight 
million organic downloads. “Artificial intelligence (AI) and 
machine learning (ML) are being used to get insights about 
students, their behavior, study patterns and consump-

Inc, a global company which sells solutions that augment 
classroom learning.

According to RBSA Advisors, India’s EdTech market 
is estimated to be close to $700 million. It is expected to 
touch $30 billion in the next 10 years. “There is higher 
demand for technology in higher education than school 
education. Most higher education institutions are in-
vesting in EdTech solutions to facilitate better learning 
and assessment,” says Chandrashekar Ramanathan, 
Dean of Academics & Faculty In-charge Computing, 
International Institute of Information Technology, Ban- 
galore (IIIT-B).

Course Delivery
Premier institutes such as IIIT-B have been enhancing 
classroom experience using tools such as smart boards 
for years. IIIT-B, for instance, introduced its first smart 
board in 2006. It started live-transmitting classes to mul-
tiple classrooms in 2001. Around 2010, it, along with other 
leading institutes, adopted Learning Management Sys-
tem (LMS), a software for creating, distributing and man-
aging educational content. This remained on institutes’ 
internal servers and available on intranet. The pandemic 
has forced IIIT-B and others to put LMS on the internet so 
that it can be accessed from anywhere. Even the Karna-
taka government is rolling out a unified LMS for govern-
ment institutions.

“Although the concept of blended learning focused 
on online tools in initial years, there still existed a signifi-
cant component of instruction which was synchronous 
(live interaction between teacher and students, online or 
in-person). This was soon to be transformed into an asyn-
chronous mode (no live interaction between students and 
teachers). Here, the content is pre-recorded in high-qual-
ity video/audio format. The LMS aids delivery of content 
and enables each student to learn at his/her convenience,” 
says Professor Himanshu Rai, Director, IIM-Indore.

“While institutions have been using LMS, email and 
collaboration tools over the past decade, Covid-19 has 
given a fillip to digital transformation in higher education. 
Virtual classrooms enabled by Zoom, apart from short 
videos, simulations, case studies in virtual classes and 
polling apps are some of the tools being widely used to ex-
tend physical class to a virtual setting,” says Shailaja Jha, 
Associate Professor & Area Head, Information Manage-
ment at Bhavan's SPJIMR. Bhavan’s extensively uses vid-
eo-conferencing tools (Zoom, Skype, Google Hangouts, 
Google Meet), instant messaging tools (WhatsApp, Tele-
gram) and educational apps (Google Classroom) along 
with platforms such as Cisco WebEx, GoToMeeting and 
Microsoft Teams. Similarly, Gurgaon-based MDI is using 
Google Classroom and Microsoft Teams, besides Zoom 
and Webex. “We have also adopted Impartus, which of-

Over 4,000 academic institutions, including leading 
Indian ones like Manipal Academy of Higher 
Education, NMIMS, Shiv Nadar University, have 
used the platform to provide industry-relevant 
online learning”
Raghav Gupta, Managing Director, India and APAC, Coursera
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Learning Management 
System (LMS) by 
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conferencing solutions 
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Webex, Impartus; MOOCs 
like those offered by 
Coursera for Campus
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TECH IN HIGHER 
EDUCATION

fers interactive smart classes, in our learning system,” 
says Prof. Sangeeta Shah Bharadwaj, Chairperson, Digital 
Infrastructure, MDI Gurgaon.

The penetration of internet and advancements in 
LMS software have also paved the way for the spread of 
Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC), which have been 
helping lakhs of students attend lectures from universi-
ties around the world. The government and AICTE, too, 

have been encouraging MOOCs through an initiative 
named SWAYAM. Coursera For Campus provides access 
to content from over 200 top universities and industry 
educators, helping higher education institutions enhance 
their curricula with critical skills. “Since its launch in Oc-
tober 2019, over 4,000 academic institutions, including 
leading Indian ones like Manipal Academy of Higher Edu-
cation, NMIMS, Shiv Nadar University, UPES-Dehradun, 
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Online Tests/Assessments 
Since the Covid-19 pandemic, there has been widespread 
adoption of online assessment examination engines us-
ing application-oriented and quiz-based question papers 
that also cover short case-based scenarios. Institutes, in-
cluding IIM-Sambalpur, IIM-Calcutta, NMIMS, Christ 
University, IIM-Lucknow, BML Munjal University and 
IFIM Business School, are using Mercer | Mettl’s remote 
proctoring and online examination solution. “We help 
these institutions conduct end-to-end examinations, cre-
ate question banks, including chemical and mathematical 
equations, upload large-format answers through scan-
ning QR codes, apart from AI-based remote proctoring, 
evaluation and declaration of results,” says Siddhartha 
Gupta, CEO at Mercer | Mettl. 

Paperless Admissions 
Even before the pandemic, the admission process in most 
higher education institutions had gone online. Right from 
the point where the student expresses interest in the uni-
versity, fills the form, pays the application fee, speaks to 
the counsellor and finally gets enrolled, the entire jour-
ney at BML Munjal University has been automated by 
LeadSquared. Similarly, IMT Group of Institutes, IMI-
New Delhi, REVA University, Bangalore, and ADAMAS 
University have been using NoPaperForms for automat-

ing admissions. Start-ups in this space use AI and ML to 
verify student certificates. Interviews are also conducted 
virtually. Moreover, most entrance exams are now com-
puter-based, which helps managements avoid issues like 
cheating, paper leaks, lost answer sheets, negligent or 
unfair evaluation, etc. “It has also helped authorities save 
considerable time and resources which previously had to 
be spent to conduct physical exams,” says Nishant Agar-
wal, Founder, Proctur. 

Future: Hybrid Classrooms
At the beginning of the pandemic, West Bengal-based 
private ADAMAS University used Google Classes, and 
moved to Microsoft Teams for online classes and TCSion 
for uploading all learning resources. Over the last quar-
ter, it has been migrating to the CANVAS platform, used 
by Ivy League universities. However, going forward, a 
blended approach will be adopted. “So, physical plus digi-
tal (Phygital) will continue. Use of LMS for academic de-
livery, proctored online exams, Microsoft Teams or Zoom 
or Google Meet classes will continue. But practical work, 
group work, lab or studio based tests, etc, will be physi-
cal,” says Prof. Ujjwal K Chowdhury, Pro Vice Chancellor 
of Adamas University.  

   
@nidhisingal

tion,” says Sumeet Verma, CEO & Co-founder, KopyKitab. 
This helps KopyKitab identify specific needs of students 
and make more accurate recommendations on the basis of 
factors such as language, city, campus, grade level and 
renting history. 

Focused Learning
Technology is playing a role in improving learning out-
comes too. For instance, BML Munjal University is per-
sonalising the learning experience by using smart books 
by various publishers, including Tata McGraw Hill and 
Pearson. It uses AI bots to monitor students’ academic 
performance, proctor exams, suggest choice of elec-
tives/specialisations, even track attendance. Analytics 
and AI/ML and augmented reality/virtual reality  are 
also helping educators track the extent of students’ en-
gagement with the study material. Jaskiran Arora, As-
sociate Dean-Academic Operations, BML Munjal Uni-
versity, gives an example. “The smartbook prescribed 
for Human Resource Management tracks the number 
of minutes students spend on reading a topic. It tracks 
responses to multiple-choice questions and allots more 
practice questions from topics that students get wrong. 
It makes the entire experience customised for the stu-
dent,” says Arora.

Similarly, platforms such as Coursera offer person-
alised search and discovery, AI-driven learning features 
such as In-Course Coach, Smart Review Material and 
Goal Setting to help learners succeed, apart from a mobile 
app that enables course downloads and offline learning 
for those with limited connectivity.

hat is not all. “There are several major ar-
eas that are being targeted by EdTech 
players like predicting learning needs on 
the basis of assessments, personalised 
learning, building learner-tutor networks 
and platforms and gamification of learn-
ing,” says Kamlesh Vyas, Partner, Deloitte 

Touche Tohmatsu India LLP, adding, “VR applications can 
make learning immersive, especially in knowledge areas 
where actual situations are difficult to create, while AR can 
add to the ease and depth of learning in a real-life/labora-
tory setting.” Educators are also using analytics to decide 
curriculum, pace and sequencing of learning. 

Most premier institutes have also been using on-
line video conferencing solutions such as Zoom, Google 
Meet, Microsoft Teams and Cisco Webex for collabora-
tion among students. Ment.io’s app for Microsoft Teams 
is also being used for peer to peer collaboration. Bhavan’s 
has opted for Padlets. Students use these platforms to co-
operate for projects, solve simulation exercises, work on 
cases or consult a client 
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While the EdTech space 
was growing at a steady 
pace over the years, the 
pandemic accelerated 
this growth, making 
way for a massive 
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Raj Mruthyunjayappa, MD & SVP, 
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While the EdTech space 
was growing at a steady 
pace over the years, the 
pandemic accelerated 
this growth, making 
way for a massive 
expansion in the sector”
Raj Mruthyunjayappa, MD & SVP, 
International Operations, Anthology Inc

Analytics and AI/
ML and augmented 
reality/virtual 
reality  are helping 
educators track the 
extent of students’ 
engagement with the 
study material
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How AI And dAtA AnAlytIcs Are cHAngIng 
HeAltHcAre Industry dynAmIcs

This is the number of research papers on covid-19 that 
have been published in reputed medical journals till now. 
A majority of India’s main covid warriors, its doctors, have 
not been able to read even a tiny fraction of these as they are 
busy fighting the virus. But the reality is that continuous 
medical education (cme) had taken a backseat long ago, 
say experts. “India has some 12.5 lakh allopathic doctors, 
and around 4.5 lakh non-mBBs doctors. except for the 15-
20 per cent in metros and tier-1 cities, most are unable to 
stay up to date with innovations in their field,” says Bhag-
wat dhingra, former ceo of unichem laboratories and 
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an industry veteran. Doctors usually update themselves 
through CME programmes organised by pharmaceutical 
companies and annual meetings of their associations. An-
other source is interactions with medical representatives. 
“If I remember correctly, using the Reliance cyber cafes, 
Apollo Hospitals telecast a live surgery connecting special-
ists in 60 centres. That was one of the first digital CME pro-
grammes in India,” says Dhingra. That was 10-12 years ago. 
Things did not change for years after that.

CME is not the only area where India’s healthcare sec-
tor is lagging. A total of 6,000-7,000 hospitals across the 
world are performing robotic surgeries compared to less 
than 100 in India. When it comes to data, most non-cor-
porate hospitals keep hard copies of files in dusty store-
rooms. Lack of digitisation also plagues drug distribution 
and delivery.

owever, all this is set to change with tech-
nology, whether in research and develop-
ment or healthcare delivery, with adop-
tion of artificial intelligence, Internet of 
Things (IoT) and data analytics. These 
and other cutting-edge digital technolo-
gies are steadily revolutionising the way 

doctors learn, perform surgeries and assess patients. 
Even drug companies are digitising their sales operations. 
The digital healthcare market in India, valued at `11,611 
crore in 2018, is estimated to reach `48,543 crore by 2024, 
expanding at a compounded annual growth rate (CAGR) 
of 27.41 per cent, says a Research and Markets report. 

Digital Lessons
Bhagwat Dhingra, along with Abhishek Ghosh, runs Me-
diSage, an e-learning CME content platform. The two-year-
old MediSage publishes global experts’ evidence-based 
advice in video and podcast format, and also enables live 
interactions with national and international experts. Addi-
tionally, it brings updated news feed from globally reputed 
journals  and runs multiple discussion forums . “We have 
a reach of over 430,000 doctors, and had over one million 
views this year,” says Ghosh. The content is sponsored by 
over 25 top pharmaceutical firms. MediSage has partnered 
with universities, medical associations and experts. Its tar-
get is to earn `700-800 crore in revenues in five years from 
last year’s ̀ 70-80 crore and become the knowledge partner 
of over one million healthcare professionals. It is also plan-
ning to launch courses in collaboration with leading global 
universities. Similar platforms include Gurugram-based 
Curofy and US-based UpToDate and PEPID. 

Delivery Promise
A large number of people are embracing digital health 
with the help of thousands of health apps and wear-

cities, employ 1,000-2,000 people and lay pan-India digi-
tal infrastructure for tele-medicine and offline medical  
solutions.  

Cure Goes Digital 
Apollo Hospitals recently rolled out Apollo 24/7, an om-
ni-channel healthcare platform built with Microsoft, 
to take healthcare solutions to consumers through an 
easy-to-use web and mobile interface. It connects over 
7,000 doctors across Apollo hospitals and clinics, offering 
round-the-clock virtual consultation with Apollo-certi-
fied doctors within 15 minutes. It also delivers medicines 
across 15,000 PIN codes with the help of more than 4,000 
Apollo medical stores in India. Fortis Healthcare, one of 
India’s largest healthcare providers with 28 hospitals and 
over 410 diagnostic centres, has also worked with Micro-
soft to facilitate virtual visits on Microsoft Teams with 
integrated telephonic and video consultations. Patients 
receive a URL when they book an appointment. They just 
have to click on the link to talk to the doctor on Teams.  

“The path forward is to build a connected health 
ecosystem that can harness data, provide insights to im-
prove health outcomes, reduce the cost of care and en-
able healthier lives. The Microsoft Cloud for Healthcare’s 
connected cloud is designed to address these needs,” says 
Rajiv Sodhi, Chief Operating Officer, Microsoft Corpora-
tion (India). He says physicians frequently do not get the 
right data, at the right time and in the right format to make 
informed decisions. The Microsoft Cloud for Healthcare 
includes Azure API (application programming interface) 
for FHIR (Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources), 
which enables rapid exchange of data. It is backed by a 
managed platform as a service, an AI-powered health bot 
and an IoT connector to track a patient’s health, monitor 
his or her adherence to treatment plans and provide per-
sonalised care. Its other solutions include medical imag-
ing and AI-powered data analytics of medical records.

elemedicine, remote medicine and IoT-
based technological solutions are also 
catching on in a big way. “At Aster DM 
Healthcare, we saw a sharp uptick in de-
mand for telemedicine services, which en-
abled us to onboard 800 doctors across 
GCC (Gulf Council Countries) and India 

who managed to provide more than 1,00,000 consultations 
in just eight months,” says Dr. Azad Moopen, Founder 
Chairman and Managing Director of Aster DM Healthcare. 

Automation and asset management expert Honey-
well, which employs over 5,000 engineers in research and 
development in India, has also come up with a series of in-
novations. One is a bed management system for hospitals 
so that the patient does not have to wait at the time of ad-

The path forward is to 
build a connected health 
ecosystem that can 
harness data, provide 
insights to improve health 
outcomes, reduce the 
cost of care and enable 
healthier lives”
Rajiv Sodhi, Chief Operating Officer, 
Microsoft Corporation (India)

We have installed about 
75 da Vinci surgical 
systems in India. At least 
one-third are either the 
latest fourth generation 
or have been upgraded”
Mandeep Singh Kumar, VP & GM,  
Intuitive India 
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able devices. In order to tap into the trend, several com-
panies — Practo, Lybrate, DocsApp, 1mg, DOCASAP, 
Welcome Cure and Zoylo, to name a few — have started 
working in the field of patient-doctor interactions. The 
rollout of the National Digital Health Mission is attract-
ing even global digital health management players. “The 
biggest issue for patients in India is getting in touch with 
the best doctor and services. Our operations in India 
will try to address such issues,” Sigal Atzmon, Founder 
& CEO of Medix Global, told Business Today in a recent 
interaction. London-based Medix, which operates in 90 
countries with 40 lakh clients, plans to start with seven 
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mission.  Another is a Lifecare platform that 
helps easing the pressure on ICU beds by 
remotely monitoring the patient with con-
nected devices to track ECG, oxygen satu-
ration, heartbeat, pulse and breathing rate 
and sends an alert when any of these reach 
dangerous levels. “We have developed sev-
eral such innovations. Take constant moni-
toring of temperature during shipments 
and logistics, which is crucial in modern 
day healthcare delivery,” says Ajeya Mota-
ganahalli, Chief Technology Officer, Hon-
eywell SPS India. Another innovation is a 
sophisticated satellite terminal to monitor 
high-value assets in remote parts of the 
world where there is no Cellular or GPS sig-
nals, using the ‘Inmarsat’ satellite constel-
lation. For Honeywell, only Orbcomm is a 
competitor and has a similar technology. 
“The entire development of this product 
starting with its conception and design has 
been done from here in India,” says Mota-
ganahalli. Other innovations include ther-
mal scanners than can check temperature 
from 30 feet, robotic UV disinfectant sys-
tems that reduce radiation and can operate 
in aeroplanes/hospitals and an AI-powered 
vision platform that can alert how many 
people are not wearing mask in a crowd, 
says Motaganahalli.

 
Surgeries and Drugs
Even therapy is going digital. Mumbai-
based digital therapeutics (DTx) startup 
Wellthy Therapeutics is going interna-
tional and expanding into new areas. 
Backed by companies such as Bayer 
Pharma AG, Cipla and some private eq-
uity investors, Wellthy Therapeutics helps 
patients reverse, control or prevent chronic conditions 
such as type-II diabetes, hypertension and respiratory 
diseases with AI-powered data analysis. “In the last two 
years, half our revenues have come from outside India, 
with business growing 100-200 per cent every year,” 
says Abhishek Shah, CEO & Co-founder, Wellthy Thera-
peutics. The company was started in 2015 and works on 
a B2B2C model.

The DTx market is expected to grow with increasing 
awareness among patients regarding its benefits. Data 
Bridge Market Research estimates that the global DTx 
market will be worth ̀ 64,875 crore by 2027 by growing at a 
CAGR of 22.95 per cent between 2020 and 2027. The Indi-

Medtronic, the world's leading medical devices maker. 
“In diabetes, AI innovations will decide how much insulin 
needs to be delivered to a patient by measuring the kind 
and quality of food he or she is eating,” he says.  

New-age AI-powered robotic-assisted surgeries are 
also changing the world of healthcare. “We have installed 
about 75 da Vinci surgical systems in India. At least one-
third are either the latest fourth generation systems or 
have been upgraded at the end of their life cycle,” says 
Mandeep Singh Kumar, VP & GM, Intuitive India. US-
based Intuitive’s da Vinci systems have cornered almost 
90 per cent of the global market with 6,000 machines 
which perform over 12 lakh surgeries in a year.  

an DTx market is also expanding with companies such as 
FitterFly, Twin Health and HealthifyMe entering the fray.   

“Over 100-crore people globally have or are at the risk 
of a cardiometabolic condition with a global cost of over 
$2 trillion. Asia has 24-crore diabetics. Close to 80-crore 
hypertensives are projected to live here by 2025. Our tar-
get beneficiaries are individuals suffering from chronic 
diseases globally, and our goal is to help the healthcare 
stakeholder improve these,” says Abhishek Shah.

AI and machine learning are also revolutionising the 
medical device segment. One example is small pace mak-
ers with a long life that can be inserted through arteries, 
says Mani Prakash, Vice President, Enterprise R&D of 

The global surgical robot market is expected to grow 
from `28,400 crore in 2018 to `47,323 crore by 2023, ex-
panding at a CAGR of 10.4 per cent, say market experts. 
“India has some 40,000 hospitals. Only 80-90 are capable 
of doing robotic surgeries. The opportunity is huge,” says 
renowned robotic cardiothoracic surgeon Dr. Sudhir P. 
Srivastava, who will soon launch India’s first and ‘cheap-
est in the world’ general robotic surgery system. His SS 
Innovations plans to initially make 100 units of the multi-
arm Mantra surgical robotic systems, which will cost only 
`4-5 crore per piece; a robotic surgery system like da Vinci 
sells for `15-17 crore. CMR Surgical, a UK-based company 
behind surgical robotic system Versius, has also started 
selling in India. SS Innovation has so far invested `300 
crore and plans to invest another `1,000 crore to scale up 
production. “We have about 100 letters of intent from In-
dian hospitals. The response has been very good,” says Dr. 
Srivastava.  

ohnson & Johnson’s general surgery robot 
system Ottava is expected to go for first hu-
man studies by 2022. J&J was working on 
general surgery robotics with Google’s par-
ent company Alphabet’s life sciences re-
search arm, Verily, through a joint initiative 
called Verb Surgical. J&J bought out Verily’s 

stake in Verb Surgical. Medtronic had already launched its 
Hugo RAS system in 2019. About a dozen other global 
medical devices companies are also selling specific robot-
ic surgery systems for knee, spine and cardiac surgeries.

Training surgeons for future robotic surgeries is the 
need of the hour, says Mandeep Singh Kumar of Intui-
tive India. The company is planning to train about 500 
doctors this year. Intuitive India, together with AIIMS-
New Delhi, has developed an educational programme 
called the Intuitive Robotic Onboarding Program and 
Education to familiarise resident surgeons with robot-
ic-assisted surgery. Intuitive is driving this programme 
in many renowned government medical institutions, 
including AIIMS (New Delhi), AIIMS (Bhubaneswar), 
Dr. Ram Manohar Lohia Hospital (New Delhi) and 
Armed Forces Medical College (Pune). As a pilot, AI-
IMS (New Delhi) ran this programme for 70 fellows 
in its Oncology division. Based on the feedback by the 
surgical students, Intuitive extended this programme 
to other specialities and institutions across India. More 
than 200 resident surgeons are going through this pro-
gramme across institutions. 

These fast-paced changes may propel Indian health-
care industry among the top users of technology in the 
world.  

   
@pb_pbjayan
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In the last two years, half our 
revenues have come from 
outside India, with business 
growing 100-200 per cent 
every year. Our target 
beneficiaries are individuals 
suffering from or are at risk of 
non-communicable diseases”
Abhishek Shah, CEO & Co-Founder, Wellthy 
Therapeutics
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@pb_pbjayan
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INDIAN 
HEALTHTECH 
MARKET
39% CAGR 

$50 billion (` 3,63,956 
crore) by 2033  

Current size - $2 
billion (`14,558 crore), 
of which...

...e-pharmacies - $700 
million (`5,095 crore)

B2B healthtech - $60.2 
million (`438.2 crore)

B2B medical supplies 
- $28.8 million (`209.6 
crore)

Other health-tech 
services - $100 million 
(`727.9 crore)

e-diagnostics - $70 
million (`509.5 crore) 

Tele consultation - $45 
million (`327.5 crore)

(Source: RBSA Advisors, May 
2021 report)

DIGITAL 
HEALTHCARE 
MARKET IN 
INDIA
`11,611 crore (2018)

`48,543 crore (by 
2024)

CAGR: 27.41% 

SURGICAL 
MARKET - 
GLOBAL
`28,400 crore in 2018 

`47,323 crore by 2023

10.4% - CAGR between 
2018 and 2023 

GLOBAL 
DIGITAL 
THERAPEUTICS 
MARET  
`64,875 crore by 2027 

Growth - 22.95% CAGR 
(estimated between 
2020 and 2027)

In the last two years, half our 
revenues have come from 
outside India, with business 
growing 100-200 per cent 
every year. Our target 
beneficiaries are individuals 
suffering from or are at risk of 
non-communicable diseases”
Abhishek Shah, CEO & Co-Founder, Wellthy 
Therapeutics
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ver the last year, covid-19 has been 
a burden on global healthcare systems. 
it has forced governments, public and 
private sector to rethink healthcare 
delivery strategy. This has led to fast-
tracking digital transformation by 
more than 10 times and this is just the 
beginning.

Though many technology enabled 
solutions existed, patients, doctors 
and medical providers were reluc-
tant to adopt those. They preferred 
the traditional in-person, face-to-
face diagnosis. The pandemic pushed 
healthcare providers to focus on 
quickly adapting to changing times. 
This meant constant connect with 
customer needs. for many, the solu-
tion pivoted around technology and 
digital health.

Bright Future 
according to a recent deloitte report, 
global healthcare spending is expect-
ed to expand at a cagr of 4 per cent 
over 2021-‘24, up from 2.8 per cent 
during 2015-‘19. global healthcare 
spending as a share of gdp will re-
main at around 10.3 per cent through 

available resources, hospital systems 
need to adopt digital transformation 
and introduce ‘smart’ infrastructure 
using artificial intelligence (ai), 
data analytics and ioT, to create inte-
grated and efficient spaces, suited to 
the needs of patients and providers.

The care model is being shifted to 
patients' homes, with appointments 
being fixed online, doctors on tele-
consultation, lab samples collected at 
home, follow-up with physicians hap-
pening virtually and door-step deliv-
ery of medicines. This is here to stay. 
patients will visit hospitals only for 
advanced tests or surgical procedures.

This has encouraged innovation. 
during the pandemic, the concept 
of Tele-icu or remote icu was in-
troduced where critical care experts 
from india supported doctors in 
gulf cooperation council countries 
to serve critically ill covid-positive  
patients. The future of hospitals will 
be consumer driven, where doctors 
and nurses will meet patients at home 
digitally.

2023, slightly ahead of 2019’s ratio. 
however, spending will be unevenly 
spread, ranging from $12,703 in the 
us to just $37 in pakistan in 2024. 
even though we are expecting signifi-
cant growth, segments of the popu-
lation might still struggle to access 
quality care. The best solution shall 
be adopting digital and information 
technology, which helped cut costs in 
many sectors.

recent reports suggest the global 
healthcare iT market, valued at $185 
billion in 2019, is expected to surpass 
$662 billion by 2026. Till now, it has 
been driven by rising elderly popu-
lation, strong economic growth in 
emerging markets and health insur-
ance reforms. going forward, growth 
will be driven by government initia-
tives to adopt digitisation in health-
care, technological developments 
and increasing prevalence of diseases 
due to sedentary lifestyles. The pan-
demic will ensure currently institut-
ed infrastructure to control spread 
of infectious diseases is strengthened 
to prevent another pandemic of this 
magnitude.

india is expected to be at the fore-
front, having emerged as one of the 
fastest-growing digital economies 
over the past few years, character-
ised by 90 per cent growth in terms 
of digital adoption index, from 2014 
to 2017. india’s healthcare sector has 
embraced digital transformation.  in 
revenue terms, india’s digital health-
care market was valued at `11,661 
crore in 2018, and is estimated to 

AI, IOT and Remote Health
ioT-based devices such as wearables 
and sensors, when worn, continu-
ously monitor vital parameters and 
transmit data to hospital systems for 
doctors to monitor remotely. When 
an ioT-based solution is supported 
with an ai algorithm and machine 
learning, it assists clinicians with 
predictive analytics and helps them 
take informed decisions. When algo-
rithms start training themselves with 
reinforced learning, we have a more 
trained assistant capable of providing 
pre-emptive alerts to clinicians.    

Remote Medical Intervention
The advent of 5g will revolutionise 
care delivery. experienced surgeons 
in india can operate on patients in the 
us digitally using advanced robot-
ics such as the daVinci robotic sys-
tem. Technology can also break geo-
graphical barriers to make healthcare  
accessible. solutions, including Tele-
radiology and Telemonitoring enable 
doctors to treat patients across geog-
raphies.

Containing Costs
The rising cost of healthcare is one 
of the major deterrents. in india, 50-
60 million people fall into poverty 
due to high out-of-pocket healthcare 
expenses, according to cii. This is 
similar to most developing countries 
where the bulk of the population con-
tinues to fund healthcare expenses 
out of pocket.

using technology, costs can be 
contained and healthcare services 
made affordable. moreover, breaking 
down geographical barriers enable 
physicians to serve more patients and 
solve issues relating to limited avail-
ability of professionals who can pro-
vide quality care.

Data Analytics and Genetics
celebrities like angelina Jolie have 
undergone genetic screening for can-
cer and then preventive surgery to 
minimise disease occurrence. This 

reach `48,543 crore by 2024, expand-
ing at a cagr of 27.41 per cent during 
2019-24.

Smart Systems, Automation
unlike retail and manufacturing, 
which benefitted significantly from 
technology adoption, healthcare 
had been left behind. The pandemic 
was a huge impetus as clinicians and 
patients realised that with technol-
ogy they can easily reach and engage 
with each other while remaining safe. 
This led to the advent of Telemedi-
cine, remote medicine and internet 
of Things (ioT)-based technological 
solutions in a big way. 

 now we have smart hospital sys-
tems and electronic medical record 
systems, with regulators working 
alongside insurance payers to drive 
standardisation and automation. 
This brought in better utilisation of 
resources and available manpower, 
addressing one of the key concerns of 
healthcare providers regarding high 
operational costs and limited avail-
ability of talented professionals. This 
laid the grounds for a sustainable fu-
ture for healthcare.

Smart Hospitals 
according to the un, world popula-
tion could exceed 8.5 billion by 2030 
and by 2050, the number of people 
over 60 years will be double com-
pared to 2015. The 60+ age group re-
quires most medical care and hospi-
talisation.

To meet this rising need with 

will be the norm as more people re-
alise sick-care burden can be huge.

Through data analytics of a fam-
ily’s medical history, occurrence 
of chronic diseases such as famil-
ial hypercholesterolemia (fh) and 
diabetes, neurological disorders like 
parkinson’s disease and alzheimer’s, 
various forms of cancers can be de-
termined and early measures taken 
to minimise risks. similarly, genetic 
screening for couples planning to 
have babies can determine risks of 
developing Thalassemia, autism and 
other hereditary disorders. Through 
iVf and selective screened embryo 
implantation, chances of developing 
such diseases can be minimised. The 
latest technology gaining momentum 
is crispr gene editing, which helps 
create pre-designed babies as per the 
choice of parents.

Being Ahead of the Curve
digital transformation is set to revo-
lutionise healthcare delivery. it is 
expected to solve issues deterring 
wider and affordable access. health-
care providers who do not evolve with 
changing times will become extinct. 
The healthcare technology space is 
becoming increasing popular with 
start-ups and smes innovating and 
introducing quick solutions. The op-
portunity lies in combining forces 
and introducing innovations that can 
provide the edge. This rapid shift has 
encouraged e-commerce giants like 
amazon to enter the sector.

as they say, healthcare has just left 
the building and the only reason for 
patients to come to a hospital in fu-
ture will be when they are chronically 
ill and need to undergo a procedure. 
most hospital services will be avail-
able on their phones. The focus of 
healthcare businesses would be sus-
tainability. That can be achieved only 
when they manage scale of operations 
with affordability and accessibility.

(The writer is Founder Chairman 
and MD of Aster DM Healthcare)

The only reason 
for patients 
to come to 

a hospital in 
future will be 

when they are 
chronically 
ill and need 

to undergo a 
procedure
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As business cAme to A stAndstill during 
lAst yeAr’s lockdown, food retAil 

compAnies And restAurAnts embrAced 
technology to stAy AfloAt

Wake-up Call

umbai-based fine-dining restaurant, bombay canteen’s mother’s 
day brunch, along with fancy cocktails and music, is something many 
upmarket residents of maximum city look forward to every year. how-
ever, for the second consecutive year, mother’s day had to be celebrated 
indoors because of the lockdown. since restaurants are allowed to do 
home deliveries this time round, bombay canteen founders sameer 
seth and yash bhanage saw an opportunity in recreating their signature 
mother’s day brunch experience at their patrons’ homes.    

they created a mother’s day brunch box, which had a pre-curated 
menu that was delivered to guests who ordered from them. the high-
light of the brunch box was a Qr code, which took guests to a spotify 
playlist — they could play their favourite music as they relished their 
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Digital Bandwagon 
Early movers such as McDonald’s in the last one year have 
got close to 60 per cent of their revenue from digital offer-
ings such as home-delivery, on-the-go and drive-in. The 
brand strengthened its McDelivery app. Amit Jatia, Vice 
chairman, Westlife Development (which owns the West 
and South franchise of McDonald’s in India), says he re-
alised that he was behind the curve five years ago, when the 
downturn reduced footfalls at his stores. “We had invested 
in creating the technology foundation three-five years ago, 
therefore, when Covid came about, we were able to pivot in 
15-30 days and launched contactless delivery, contactless 
take-away and contactless in-store ordering,” says Jatia. 

hanks to its timely technology interven-
tion, the company reported a profit of 
`2.09 crore in Q4FY21, against a loss of 
`16.66 crore a year ago. “With consumers 
opting for home-delivery, there has been 
an increase in the average bill size too. We 

were pleased to see a healthy growth in our average share,” 
Jatia explains.  

The late entrants are hurriedly rolling out their digital 
offerings. The likes of Bombay Canteen and Olive Group 
have rolled out digital-only brands. Bombay Canteen has 
launched brands like King Fu Canteen and Brun & Babka, 
an online bakery and pastry shop. Similarly, Olive group 
has launched Olive Pizzeria in Delhi, Mumbai and Ban-
galore as well as These Are A Few of My Favourite Things 
in Bangalore, through which it sells specialties of all Ol-
ive group restaurants. It has also set up a Cloud kitchen in 
Delhi. Similarly, Impressario launched direct-to-consumer 
platforms for the Social and Smoke House Deli Brands. 

“Online is not a substitute for dining-in experience, it’s 
a substitute for home-cooking experience. It’s a very good 
add-on for companies that are in the food business to ex-
plore. Delivery is under 10 per cent of our overall revenue, 

brunch. Similarly, for Bombay Sweet Store, their high-end 
sweet retail brand, the duo decided to have an Instagram 
poll on what should be the Mother’s Day signature ice-
cream flavour this year. Instgrammers voted for their pop-
ular Gymkhana Cold Coffee ice-cream, and they launched 
limited-edition Gymkhana Cold Coffee tubs.  

eth and Bhanage admit that had it not been 
for the pandemic, creating a fancy home-
delivery experience would never have been 
their priority. “Delivery was an after-
thought,” says Seth. “We as restaurateurs 
were comfortable with brick-and-mortar. 
When we were making money, we didn’t 

worry about technology. The lockdown has accelerated our 
focus on technology. It will only get better,” adds Bhanage. 

Reality Bites  
The pandemic has been an eye-opener for the `4.2-lakh-
crore restaurant and food retail industry. It introduced 
them to a truth they had conveniently overlooked — adopt 
digital as a way of life or perish. The writing on the wall was 
clear almost six years ago when aggregators such as Swiggy 
and Zomato surfaced. Consumers overnight switched to 
the comfort of placing their food orders on an app rather 
than calling up the restaurant to place an order. Despite 
losing their home-delivery business to Swiggy and Zomato, 

Customers prefer aggregators as they get great 
deals from them, but all these deals are being 
given by restaurants. We are paying heavily to 
aggregators for services they provide and we are 
not connecting with our customers”
A.D. Singh, Founder & MD, Olive Group of Restaurants

Technology Special  F&B

restaurateurs didn’t bother too much until the lockdown 
brought business to a grinding halt and aggregators slapped 
them with commissions as steep as 30 per cent. It left res-
taurateurs with hardly any room for profits. “It was like the 
frog in hot water. We didn’t realise we got too late,” says 
Riyaz Amlani, Managing Director, Impresario Entertain-
ment and Hospitality (which owns chains such as Social, 
Salt Water Grill and Smokehouse Deli) and President, Na-
tional Restaurant Association of India. 

“Customers prefer aggregators as they get great deals 
from them, but all these deals are being given by restau-
rants. We are paying heavily to aggregators for services they 
provide, and we are not connecting with our customers or 
building relationships,” adds A.D. Singh, Founder and Man-
aging Director, Olive Group of Restaurants (which owns 
formats such as Olive Bar & Kitchen, SodaBottleOpener-
Wala, Monkey Bar and Fatty Bao).  

The last year has seen every restaurant or food retail 
company launch their own digital platform. They have 
partnered with Shopify, Shoptimize, DotPe and Thrive, 
who help them not just power their respective platforms, 
but also market their brands. The goal is to reduce depen-
dence on aggregators and take charge of the delivery busi-
ness. After all, from a mere 5-10 per cent of revenues in the 
pre-pandemic era, home delivery is likely to contribute 25-
30 per cent of overall revenues of restaurants and food re-
tail companies. They certainly don’t want to let that go out 

F&B DYNAMICS
The pandemic has led to a bloodbath in the restaurant and food 
retail industry. Around 30 per cent restaurants have closed down 

and job losses are at 40 per cent
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of their hands by paying steep commissions to aggregators. 
Also, restaurants end up paying an additional 5-7 per cent as 
marketing fee to aggregators, taking their overall pay-out 
to aggregators between 35-40 per cent per order. 

Having their own ordering platform would mean 
much higher margins and better profitability. “Even af-
ter paying their tech platform, the payment gateway fee 
and the last-mile delivery (the likes of Dunzo and We-
Fast) operator fee, the commission will add up to just 
10-12 per cent,” explains Dhruv Dewan, Co-Founder, 
Thrive, a tech-enabling platform for restaurants. Dewan 
says he has worked out a revenue-sharing deal with res-
taurant owners. “We charge customers a three per cent 
commission. If a user pays `100, `97 will go to restau-
rant, `3 will come to me.” Thrive, at the beginning of the 
pandemic had barely 100 F&B clients. Today, it has over 
3,000 on board.   
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hanks to its timely technology interven-
tion, the company reported a profit of 
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brunch. Similarly, for Bombay Sweet Store, their high-end 
sweet retail brand, the duo decided to have an Instagram 
poll on what should be the Mother’s Day signature ice-
cream flavour this year. Instgrammers voted for their pop-
ular Gymkhana Cold Coffee ice-cream, and they launched 
limited-edition Gymkhana Cold Coffee tubs.  

eth and Bhanage admit that had it not been 
for the pandemic, creating a fancy home-
delivery experience would never have been 
their priority. “Delivery was an after-
thought,” says Seth. “We as restaurateurs 
were comfortable with brick-and-mortar. 
When we were making money, we didn’t 

worry about technology. The lockdown has accelerated our 
focus on technology. It will only get better,” adds Bhanage. 

Reality Bites  
The pandemic has been an eye-opener for the `4.2-lakh-
crore restaurant and food retail industry. It introduced 
them to a truth they had conveniently overlooked — adopt 
digital as a way of life or perish. The writing on the wall was 
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and Zomato surfaced. Consumers overnight switched to 
the comfort of placing their food orders on an app rather 
than calling up the restaurant to place an order. Despite 
losing their home-delivery business to Swiggy and Zomato, 

Customers prefer aggregators as they get great 
deals from them, but all these deals are being 
given by restaurants. We are paying heavily to 
aggregators for services they provide and we are 
not connecting with our customers”
A.D. Singh, Founder & MD, Olive Group of Restaurants
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restaurateurs didn’t bother too much until the lockdown 
brought business to a grinding halt and aggregators slapped 
them with commissions as steep as 30 per cent. It left res-
taurateurs with hardly any room for profits. “It was like the 
frog in hot water. We didn’t realise we got too late,” says 
Riyaz Amlani, Managing Director, Impresario Entertain-
ment and Hospitality (which owns chains such as Social, 
Salt Water Grill and Smokehouse Deli) and President, Na-
tional Restaurant Association of India. 

“Customers prefer aggregators as they get great deals 
from them, but all these deals are being given by restau-
rants. We are paying heavily to aggregators for services they 
provide, and we are not connecting with our customers or 
building relationships,” adds A.D. Singh, Founder and Man-
aging Director, Olive Group of Restaurants (which owns 
formats such as Olive Bar & Kitchen, SodaBottleOpener-
Wala, Monkey Bar and Fatty Bao).  

The last year has seen every restaurant or food retail 
company launch their own digital platform. They have 
partnered with Shopify, Shoptimize, DotPe and Thrive, 
who help them not just power their respective platforms, 
but also market their brands. The goal is to reduce depen-
dence on aggregators and take charge of the delivery busi-
ness. After all, from a mere 5-10 per cent of revenues in the 
pre-pandemic era, home delivery is likely to contribute 25-
30 per cent of overall revenues of restaurants and food re-
tail companies. They certainly don’t want to let that go out 

F&B DYNAMICS
The pandemic has led to a bloodbath in the restaurant and food 
retail industry. Around 30 per cent restaurants have closed down 

and job losses are at 40 per cent
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of their hands by paying steep commissions to aggregators. 
Also, restaurants end up paying an additional 5-7 per cent as 
marketing fee to aggregators, taking their overall pay-out 
to aggregators between 35-40 per cent per order. 

Having their own ordering platform would mean 
much higher margins and better profitability. “Even af-
ter paying their tech platform, the payment gateway fee 
and the last-mile delivery (the likes of Dunzo and We-
Fast) operator fee, the commission will add up to just 
10-12 per cent,” explains Dhruv Dewan, Co-Founder, 
Thrive, a tech-enabling platform for restaurants. Dewan 
says he has worked out a revenue-sharing deal with res-
taurant owners. “We charge customers a three per cent 
commission. If a user pays `100, `97 will go to restau-
rant, `3 will come to me.” Thrive, at the beginning of the 
pandemic had barely 100 F&B clients. Today, it has over 
3,000 on board.   
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change. Whether it is coming from your kitchen to the table 
at the restaurant or from the kitchen to your home, there is 
no reason why a fine-dining restaurant can’t enhance cus-
tomer experience when it comes to delivery,” says Amlani. 

From creating pre-curated menus to coming up with 
special festival menus, restaurant chains are tweaking their 
original menus. SodaBottleOpenerWala, for instance, has 
come with a pav and roll menu, which is exclusively online. 

Launching online health food menus is a fad among not 
just high-end restaurants, but also legacy restaurant chains. 
“A brand like Chitale Bandhu has sugar-free desserts on its 
menu, while the likes of Haldiram’s are launching salads. 
Even if you order a channa bhatura, you will invariably get 
a salad as an accompaniment. Brands are understanding 
that there is a new set of consumers with a different set of 
needs,” points out Panditrao of Shoptimize.  

Having their own direct-to-consumer platform has 

also provided restaurateurs access to data, based on which 
they are able to tailor make menus as per customer tastes.   

he Bombay Sweet Store website for in-
stance, enables customers to book a virtu-
al appointment with the store manager, 
who helps them choose their sweets. “We 
even send samples so that customers don’t 
have to give up on taste and trial of the pur-
chase decision,” says Bhanage. 

The average selling price on Swiggy or Zomato for 
Anand Sweets is `300, more than double on its website. 
“It dawned on me that people who come to the website are 
not impulsive shoppers. They are giving me lot more time, 
which means I can communicate with them, sell them more, 
sell them better and sell them personally. On an aggregator, 
the personal connect moves away,” explains Dadu.  

If restaurants across the country have their own direct-
to-consumer business model, would that mean the death 
of aggregators? Certainly not, says Dewan of Thrive. “They 
have a decade of work ahead of them in terms of discounts, 
convenience and discovery. Restaurants can never chal-
lenge that. The idea is that a certain percentage, may be up 
to one-third, should come from their direct channels, so 
that margins make sense.” 

Panditrao of Shoptimize says that tech investment in 
the initial stages is as expensive as the commission that the 
restaurants give aggregators. “It is around 25 per cent ini-
tially, but in the long run it comes down to as low as 10 per 
cent per order because they have repeat customers and they 
don’t have to spend as much on marketing.” 

In fact, Jatia of McDonalds advises tech adapters to 
partner with aggregators. “Build your own assets, be very 
strong digitally, don’t be over-dependent on anybody, but 
try to look at aggregators as partners. Partnerships have al-
ways worked for us,” he says.  

Restaurateurs unanimously agree technology is here to 
stay even after life gets back to normal.  

   
@ajitashashidhar

but it has the potential to be a very valu-
able add-on to our company’s revenue 
and profitability,” says Singh. 

Legacy restaurant and food re-
tail brands such as Haldiram’s and 
Bikanervala are also feeling the need 
to embrace digital. Haldiram’s, says, 
Mangesh Panditrao, Founder, Shopti-
mize, has been investing in building its 
digital presence for the past six years. 
“They realised they were not as con-
nected with the youth. But they were 
sceptical about digital as they were 
not sure about unit economics. These 
brands will not do business unless 
there is a profit in every transaction. 
But today, their average order value 
is `1,300,” explains Panditrao, who is 
the tech partner of Haldiram’s Nagpur 
and Delhi arms. 

Similarly, Bikanervala is getting 
ready to launch online ordering and its 
own app. “Pre-pandemic, home-deliv-
ery was less than 5 per cent, going for-
ward it will be at least 20 per cent. We 
have to be ready for it,” says Manish Ag-
garwal, Director, Bikanervala Foods. 

Shridhar Poojary, MD, of Mumbai-
based Shiv Sagar chain of restaurants, 
says he joined aggregator platforms 
only in 2018, out of compulsion. “Ear-
lier, my staff used to deliver to people’s 
homes, but when Swiggy and Zomato 
came in we started losing business as 
consumers had lot more options. But 
aggregators are taking away most of 
our profits, and that’s the reason we are 
considering having our own direct-to-
consumer platform.” Poojary is even 
considering Cloud kitchens in order to 
cater to a wider audience. 

With large parts of the country cur-
rently under lockdown, having his own 
delivery platform has been immensely 
helpful, says Ankush Dadu, Director 
of Bangalore-based restaurant chain 
Anand Sweets. “I have a 20-25 per cent 
margin which I am giving aggregators 
on every order. That’s something I can 
play with. I am able to give a discount 
to my customer which she will not get 
from an aggregator and I am still able to 
make more money than what I make by 
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selling through an aggregator.” 

Recrafting Experiences 
Before Bombay Canteen launched its 
online service, the team got its delivery 
partner to pick up food from its kitchen 
and then deliver it back to them after an 
hour. Seth says the exercise was impor-
tant as they needed to see whether the 
food retained its original texture and 
taste. “We realised that we needed to 
craft a fairly different online menu, as a 
lot depends on what can travel. Some of 
the more intricate dishes are tempera-
ture and texture sensitive and won’t be 
able to travel,” explains Seth. 

Apart from exotic food, service and 
experience play a huge role in the suc-
cess of a fine-dining and even a casual-
dining restaurant. The biggest dilem-
ma for most restaurants has been how 
to recreate these experiences at home. 
“You can’t deliver a souffle or even su-
shi, as it can’t travel unless it is packed 
with lots of ice. We did change menus, 
but the basics of hospitality (good food, 
service and storytelling) will never 

It (digital adoption) was like the frog in hot 
water, we didn’t realise we got too late”
Riyaz Amlani, MD, Impresario Entertainment and Hospitality
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future toll collection will 
be based on global positioning 
technology. a pilot project is 
already on with 500 vehicles

Highways  
Sans Toll Plazas 

eginning next year, vehicles will no longer 
need to stop at toll plazas to make payments. 
instead, toll collection will be based on glob-
al positioning technology, Minister for road 
transport and highways nitin gadkari said 
during the question hour in the lok sabha 
in mid-March. “toll plaza free does not 
mean no toll fee. toll charges will instead 
be collected through the global positioning 
technology. a camera will record the vehicle 
details at the point of entry to the toll sec-
tion as well as exit from the toll section. the 
user will be charged only for the segment of 
the toll road used. we will implement this 
within the next one year,” gadkari had said.    

the move aims to ensure a fully seam-
less, toll barrier-free movement for vehicles, 
enhanced audit control and centralised user 
accounts for the toll operator, and pilferage-
free and transparent toll transactions, along 
with adherence to green norms by curtailing 
the idling fuel wastage.

FASTag-ing Highways
the announcement comes close on the heels 
of the government making toll collection 
mandatory through radio frequency iden-
tification (rfid) technology-based fastag 
from february 16 2021. till March, 93 per 
cent of the vehicles had adopted the fastag 
method of toll collection. the technology 
was rolled out in april 2016.   

Technology Special  Toll collecTion 
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ASTag, however, has one major limitation. It 
is not 100 per cent seamless. For the RFID 
tag to be scanned and electronic payment to 
be made, vehicles still need to stop at toll 
gates, even though for seconds. But, there’s 
no doubt that it has reduced waiting time at 
toll gates and fuel wastage due to idling. Ac-

cording to data from the National Highways Authority of 
India (NHAI), the waiting time at the toll plazas came 
down by 69 per cent in February 2021, compared to 2020. 
From 464 seconds in February last year, the waiting time is 
currently down to 150 seconds. This is set to lead to annual 
fuel savings of `20,000 crore per year, and reduce carbon 
emission by five lakh tonnes per month.  

However, there’s still a long way to go, as far as fuel sav-
ing, carbon emission and seamless travel on the National 
Highway network of over 1,36,440 km is concerned. Ac-
cording to a joint study conducted by the Indian Institute of 
Management (IIM) Calcutta and logistics major Transport 
Corporation of India in 2014/15, India’s annual additional 
fuel consumption cost due to delays is around $14.7 billion. 

US government, the Indian Space Research Organisation 
(ISRO), too, has developed its own regional GNSS named 
Navigation Indian Constellation (NavIC) consisting seven 
satellites, which is likely to be used for satellite-based elec-
tronic toll collection.  

Once the toll section is identified, the on-board global 
positioning device begins a fully automated tolling process. 
The vehicle movement data is transmitted by the vehicle 
mounted unit to the back office of the service provider. The 
back office, in turn, determines the toll charges to be de-
ducted based on parameters, including the distance of the 
tolled section used and the type of the vehicle, among oth-
ers. For rolling out satellite-based tolling, India will soon 
start the process of geo fencing of the entire National High-
way network in the country.  

oth the Ministry of Road Transport and 
Highways and the Indian Highways Man-
agement Company Ltd (IHMCL) have 
swung into action ever since Gadkari 
made the announcement in the Lok Sabha 
in March. While the ministry is conduct-
ing a pilot project on global positioning-

based electronic tolling on the Delhi-Mumbai highway, 
the IHMCL has invited bids for consultant for GNSS-
based tolling. 

Elaborating on the details of the pilot project, Transport 
Secretary Giridhar Aramane told Business Today, “The gov-
ernment is currently conducting a pilot project for satellite-
based tolling on the Mumbai-Delhi National Highway. As 
part of the project, 500 vehicles have been fitted with GPS 
for the purpose of satellite-based tolling. The pilot project 
is likely to be finished within a year, after which it will be 
scaled up on the National Highway network.”  

The government will soon come out with a policy for in-
stallation of global positioning devices in vehicles, he says. 
He, however, did not specify a timeline for retrofitting GPS 
on existing vehicles or mandatory fitting of GPS during 
manufacturing. 

IHMCL, meanwhile, has invited bids for roping in 
consultants for the project. The scope of work includes 
finalising a report on standards and specifications of the 
proposed GNSS-based tolling system and drafting re-
quest for participation for selection of the implementing 
agency.  

According to logistics companies that have benefitted 
in terms of turnaround time as well as fuel wastage due to 
idling of vehicles at the plazas in the wake of the FASTag 
rollout, satellite-based toll collection is a much-needed 
technology upgrade. However, there needs to be interoper-
ability of the system at both National Highways as well as 
state highways, and a clear-cut policy on the installation of 
the on-board device on old vehicles, they add. 

Technology Special  toll collection

That is where the role of global positioning technology-
based tolling comes in. 

How the System Works
Under the global positioning technology-based electronic 
toll collection, virtual gantries (a virtual road charging 
point equivalent to a traditional road charging toll gantry) 
monitor the entry and exit of vehicles on the tolled sec-
tion. There is no toll collection booth or physical gantries 
mounted with high resolution cameras to scan the vehicles 
passing underneath them, registering their tags and regis-
tration numbers. Instead, vehicles will be equipped with an 
on-board global positioning device. Users’ bank account 
and vehicle details, including registration number and type 
of vehicle, will be seeded into the device.  

While using the toll road network, the on-board unit au-
tonomously determines the position of the vehicle by using 
a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS). GNSS essen-
tially refers to a satellite or a constellation of satellites that 
provides positioning navigation and timing (PNT) servic-
es. It may be noted that while GPS is a GNSS owned by the 
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ASTag, however, has one major limitation. It 
is not 100 per cent seamless. For the RFID 
tag to be scanned and electronic payment to 
be made, vehicles still need to stop at toll 
gates, even though for seconds. But, there’s 
no doubt that it has reduced waiting time at 
toll gates and fuel wastage due to idling. Ac-

cording to data from the National Highways Authority of 
India (NHAI), the waiting time at the toll plazas came 
down by 69 per cent in February 2021, compared to 2020. 
From 464 seconds in February last year, the waiting time is 
currently down to 150 seconds. This is set to lead to annual 
fuel savings of `20,000 crore per year, and reduce carbon 
emission by five lakh tonnes per month.  

However, there’s still a long way to go, as far as fuel sav-
ing, carbon emission and seamless travel on the National 
Highway network of over 1,36,440 km is concerned. Ac-
cording to a joint study conducted by the Indian Institute of 
Management (IIM) Calcutta and logistics major Transport 
Corporation of India in 2014/15, India’s annual additional 
fuel consumption cost due to delays is around $14.7 billion. 

US government, the Indian Space Research Organisation 
(ISRO), too, has developed its own regional GNSS named 
Navigation Indian Constellation (NavIC) consisting seven 
satellites, which is likely to be used for satellite-based elec-
tronic toll collection.  

Once the toll section is identified, the on-board global 
positioning device begins a fully automated tolling process. 
The vehicle movement data is transmitted by the vehicle 
mounted unit to the back office of the service provider. The 
back office, in turn, determines the toll charges to be de-
ducted based on parameters, including the distance of the 
tolled section used and the type of the vehicle, among oth-
ers. For rolling out satellite-based tolling, India will soon 
start the process of geo fencing of the entire National High-
way network in the country.  

oth the Ministry of Road Transport and 
Highways and the Indian Highways Man-
agement Company Ltd (IHMCL) have 
swung into action ever since Gadkari 
made the announcement in the Lok Sabha 
in March. While the ministry is conduct-
ing a pilot project on global positioning-

based electronic tolling on the Delhi-Mumbai highway, 
the IHMCL has invited bids for consultant for GNSS-
based tolling. 

Elaborating on the details of the pilot project, Transport 
Secretary Giridhar Aramane told Business Today, “The gov-
ernment is currently conducting a pilot project for satellite-
based tolling on the Mumbai-Delhi National Highway. As 
part of the project, 500 vehicles have been fitted with GPS 
for the purpose of satellite-based tolling. The pilot project 
is likely to be finished within a year, after which it will be 
scaled up on the National Highway network.”  

The government will soon come out with a policy for in-
stallation of global positioning devices in vehicles, he says. 
He, however, did not specify a timeline for retrofitting GPS 
on existing vehicles or mandatory fitting of GPS during 
manufacturing. 

IHMCL, meanwhile, has invited bids for roping in 
consultants for the project. The scope of work includes 
finalising a report on standards and specifications of the 
proposed GNSS-based tolling system and drafting re-
quest for participation for selection of the implementing 
agency.  

According to logistics companies that have benefitted 
in terms of turnaround time as well as fuel wastage due to 
idling of vehicles at the plazas in the wake of the FASTag 
rollout, satellite-based toll collection is a much-needed 
technology upgrade. However, there needs to be interoper-
ability of the system at both National Highways as well as 
state highways, and a clear-cut policy on the installation of 
the on-board device on old vehicles, they add. 

Technology Special  toll collection

That is where the role of global positioning technology-
based tolling comes in. 

How the System Works
Under the global positioning technology-based electronic 
toll collection, virtual gantries (a virtual road charging 
point equivalent to a traditional road charging toll gantry) 
monitor the entry and exit of vehicles on the tolled sec-
tion. There is no toll collection booth or physical gantries 
mounted with high resolution cameras to scan the vehicles 
passing underneath them, registering their tags and regis-
tration numbers. Instead, vehicles will be equipped with an 
on-board global positioning device. Users’ bank account 
and vehicle details, including registration number and type 
of vehicle, will be seeded into the device.  

While using the toll road network, the on-board unit au-
tonomously determines the position of the vehicle by using 
a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS). GNSS essen-
tially refers to a satellite or a constellation of satellites that 
provides positioning navigation and timing (PNT) servic-
es. It may be noted that while GPS is a GNSS owned by the 
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he Pros and Cons
“In our joint study with IIM Calcutta, we 
concluded that due to lack of electronic 
tolling the country loses about `88,000 
crore because of idling, waiting and fuel 
wastage by trucks at toll plazas. Since 
then, the government has taken a lot of 

steps to get FASTag rolling. Now, trucks are not stopping 
and we have better control on the toll paid. Turnaround 
time of trucks has also started to improve,” says Transport 
Corporation of India Managing Director Vineet Agarwal.  

Agrees Sushil Rathi, Chief Operating Officer, Mahindra 
Logistics. “With toll charges set to be deducted based on 
the movement of vehicles, the implementation of the GPS-
based tolling system is one step further, which will ensure 
that users only pay for the distance covered, unlike the flat 
rates in place currently... This GPS-based system will make 
toll collection more efficient by allowing vehicle move-
ments across the country to be tracked accurately,” he says.   

Spoton Logistics says electronic tolling has significant-
ly curtailed the estimated time of arrival, and further tech-
nological intervention will only help the sector. “We have 
seen significant improvement on ETA (expected time of 
arrival) basis. With FASTag in place, ETA has improved by 
a minimum of two-four hours. Satellite-based tolling will 
bring additional advantages. We expect additional half an 
hour benefit on ETA with global positioning-based tolling,” 
says Rajesh Kapase, Director, IT, Spoton Logistics.  

Agarwal, meanwhile, points out the challenges that 
need to be addressed by the government. “All trucks have 
to have satellite positioning system on them. However, it is 
not being fully implemented. There is need for a policy on 
installing the device on the old fleet. Secondly, there are 
patches where GPS does not work. Thirdly, there is need for 
interoperability of the toll collection system at the state as 
well as the National Highway network.”  

In fact as far as challenges are concerned, the govern-
ment is trying to overcome those associated with FASTag 
as well. Gadkari had said in Parliament that even after mak-
ing the tags mandatory for highway users and charging 
double toll from those violating the norms since February 
16 this year, penetration is till 7 per cent short. The ministry 
is investigating such cases.  

But all said, electronic tolling through FASTag has set 
the cash registers ringing for the NHAI. According to the 
authority, daily toll collection through FASTag zoomed to 
`108 crore on February 28 this year, compared to `20 crore 
in August 2019. Similarly, the average daily toll collection 
has grown from `73 crore in October 2019 to `110 crore in 
March this year. The NHAI expects FASTag to increase rev-
enue by `10,000 crore per year. 

   
@eco_no_money

Under the 
new system, 
vehicles will 
be equipped 
with an on-
board global 
positioning 

device. Users’ 
bank account 

and vehicle 
details will be 

seeded into 
the device
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By Rekha M. Menon

Technology has emerged as The lifeline 
of socieTies and economies

Digital Key to 
Pandemic Response

Technology Special  column

he Covid-19 pandemic is a strong 
reminder of two things — more needs 
to be done to protect our communities 
from future health crises and strength-
ening our healthcare infrastructure is 
critical for this. it has also made clear 
that the future of healthcare is digital. 

The past year has laid to rest doubts 
about the importance of technology. 
Technology emerged as the lifeline of 
societies and economies. across the 
world, robots continue to disinfect 
cities, cook hospital food and deliver 
packages. smart devices continue to 
monitor patient health, and human-ai 
(artificial intelligence) collaboration is 
becoming a critical tool for those study-
ing the virus. in fact, ai and cloud are 
set to transform healthcare delivery 
from reactive care to predictive care, 
driving proactive disease management 
and the move towards preventive care.

in india, digital technologies have 
played a key role in pandemic re-
sponse. digital platforms like mygov 
saathi, aaroyga setu and coWin are 
supporting information dissemina-
tion, contact tracing and vaccination 

efforts. communities have used social 
platforms to support each other, and 
healthcare providers have scaled up 
virtual services to keep pace with the 
demand for diagnosis and care.  

digital technologies can help re-
solve two major delivery challenges in 
india. first, they can reduce the burden 
on healthcare practitioners so that lim-
ited number of doctors, nurses and pro-
fessionals can achieve more and spend 
their time providing quality care — like 
doctors working at hospitals in china 
who use ai to read cT scans of lungs. 
second, digital technologies such as 
smartphones, or solutions like remote 
patient management platforms that 
use smart devices, internet of Things, 
analytics and ai can augment health 
infrastructure to fill the last-mile gap, 
improving affordable healthcare access 
in rural areas where over 65 per cent of 
india’s population resides. 

Just like banking correspondents 
or “bank saathi” for last-mile outreach 
of banking services to rural citizens, 
digitally fluent and technology-en-
abled healthcare support assistants 
can support primary health centres 
across india. consider a “health saathi” 
equipped with a smartphone who is 
trained to capture patient health details 
into a database on the cloud, which can 
be accessed by a doctor remotely.

The starting point for digital health-
care services is a central health data re-
pository for all individuals. electronic 
health records (ehrs) are the founda-
tion of effective digital health as they 

enable clinical and back office decision 
making, and provide insights that guide 
policy formulation. ehrs also serve as 
the structural foundation of data that 
is needed to apply technologies such as 
ai for population health management, 
which could potentially improve clini-
cal outcomes by 30-40 per cent, while 
reducing treatment costs by 50 per cent 
over the long term. The government 
of india’s health-cloud under the na-
tional health mission is a step towards 
building this foundation and one that 
needs urgent and speedy execution.

The biggest beneficiaries and influ-
encers in the shift to digital healthcare 
will be citizens themselves. covid has 
sparked long-term changes in con-
sumer behaviour, and a surge in virtual 
consumption is one of them. over the 
last year global volumes for virtual tele-
health services increased 15-20x, and 
our estimates show that in future, 1 in 
3 healthcare consultations will be con-
ducted virtually. for now, this reflects 
the trend in urban centres in india, but 
with increasing digital penetration and 
right investments in building digital 
fluency, virtual care could be a real so-
lution for rural india in future. 

india is committed to the 2030 sus-
tainable development goal of providing 
universal healthcare. The right digital 
investments will be key to achieving 
this and could pave the way for the right 
to healthcare for all indians. 

(The writer is Chairperson and Senior 
MD, Accenture in India. She is also the 

Chairperson of NASSCOM for 2021-22)
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you believe that transport, manufacturing and 
energy generation are the biggest sources of carbon 
emissions, think again. Buildings and construction 
together account for 36 per cent of global final energy 
use and 39 per cent of energy-related carbon dioxide 
emissions, according to the International Energy 
Agency’s Global Status Report 2017 prepared for the 
Global Alliance for Buildings and Construction.

While rising awareness about climate change and 
its impact on lives and livelihoods is encouraging 
more and more people and companies to build sus-
tainable, net zero energy and zero carbon buildings, 

the trend, say experts, is not catching on fast enough to 
make a meaningful difference. According to the World 
Economic Forum, less than 1 per cent new buildings are 
constructed as zero carbon today, though a number of 
cities, companies and real estate organisations have 
committed to having a 100 per cent zero carbon port-
folio by 2030. “The concept of net zero carbon (build-
ings) is at a very nascent stage but certainly gaining im-
portance at the corporate level. Housing projects may 
take some time to chase net zero carbon status,” says 
S. Karthikeyan, Principal Counsellor, CII Indian Green 
Building Council. The reason is simple – building a zero 

carbon home is not an easy task.

The Challenges 
There are no guidelines for designing a zero carbon 
home in India. However, the India Green Building Coun-
cil (IGBC) published a pilot version of the “Net Zero 
Energy” rating system in November 2018 which can act 
as a guide while designing a zero carbon home. “Carbon 
is different from energy. Carbon covers the bigger pic-
ture, including materials with which the building is con-
structed,” says Sunita Purushottam, Head of Sustain-
ability at Mahindra Lifespace Developers Ltd. 

Technology Special  Zero Carbon homes

By NIDHI SINGAL

TECHNoLoGy IS PLAyING A BIG 
RoLE IN REDuCING THE CARBoN 

FooTPRINT oF HoMES AND oFFICES

Tech 
Help 

For Zero 
Carbon 
Homes

The Aeon House, a zero carbon home, in Chennai. For 
details, see next page
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At present, companies are focusing on net zero car-
bon status for mostly commercial projects. The main 
reason is that companies need scale considering the re-
sources needed to build and run a zero carbon building. 
“Some of the major challenges are awareness about what 
net zero carbon means and availability of supporting 
service providers, low carbon products, materials and 
technologies, apart from use of renewable energy (on-
site/offsite), which plays a significant role in achieving 
net zero carbon status,” says S. Karthikeyan. Experts say 
government policies — such as high tariffs on cheaper 
imported solar modules — are also discouraging opti-
mum use of renewable energy in buildings. Regulations, 
too, vary across states. 

Moreover, a zero carbon home does not merely mean 
an energy-efficient building with neutral or negative 
emissions. The process starts from the planning stage it-
self and covers the choice of site (so that there is enough 
sunlight and wind to generate renewable energy) and 
construction material to use of renewable energy, apart 
from efficient waste and water management. 

Real estate companies say the success of their efforts 
also depends on how the building is operated by tenants 

over which they have no control – particularly emissions 
associated with downstream leased assets. 

How to Design A Zero Carbon Home
Site/orientation: As the house will use electricity gen-
erated by renewable sources, choose a location that gets 
ample light, heat and air. Architects can help you use the 
cool breeze and sun’s heat to ensure passive heating and 
cooling.  
Construction: There is a belief in a number of western 
countries that walls should have good insulation. This 
does not hold true for most parts of India. Instead of 
walls, ensure apt insulation for top floor roof by using 
thermally optimised bricks. According to IGBC, the ex-
terior wall should be built using six-inch fly ash bricks, 
with plaster on both sides.  In addition to fly ash bricks, 
green cement (manufactured using a carbon-negative 
process) and heat reflective paints should be considered. 
Besides, green cover should be added wherever possible. 
Use rapidly renewable materials such as bamboo, eu-
calyptus, bagasse and certified wood for furniture and 
other fixtures.  
Clean Energy, Energy-Efficient Appliances: Renew-

amount of waste. Segregation at source can prevent it 
from being sent to landfills. Separate bins should be in-
stalled in every dwelling unit to collect dry waste (pa-
per, plastics, metals, glass, etc.,) and wet waste (organic). 
While wet waste should be turned into compost and used 
in the garden, dry waste should be sent for recycling.  
EV, Charging Point: Emissions from vehicles contrib-
ute significantly to carbon emissions. Use of an electric 
vehicle (EV) can eliminate this. 

 
Upgrading Existing Home 
An existing home can be remodelled and made zero car-
bon but with a lot more effort and money than is required 
to build a new one. “For retrofitting old or existing build-
ings, consider structural options with lighter framework 
that can save 40 per cent on embodied carbon, especial-
ly for foundations,” says Suraksha Acharya, Founder,  
Principal Architect, Midori Architects. One can also  
go for equipment upgrades, improved building insula-
tion and, where possible, on-site renewable energy in-
stallations. 

   
@nidhisingal
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able electricity should power everything. The thumb 
rule is that the house should be able to produce as much 
electricity, or even more, than it consumes. The best op-
tion is to install rooftop solar panels. If there is shortage 
of space for that, the home should be connected to a re-
newable power grid. 

Other sources of renewable on-site energy such as 
biogas digesters and small wind systems may also be 
explored. In addition, large glass windows can make  
sure that the home gets ample daylight, eliminating 
the need for switching on lights during the day. Energy 
consumption can also be reduced by installing BEE-cer-
tified appliances and using LED low power consuming 
light fittings. Sensor-based lighting solutions reduce the 
use of electricity by turning off lights if there is nobody 
in the room.
Recycle & Reuse Water Waste: An on-site water treat-
ment system and separate plumbing lines for reuse of 
treated wastewater for flushing and other requirements 
can ensure optimum use of water. Even rainwater should 
be harvested. The treated water can be used for land-
scaping or car washing.  
Waste Management: Households generate a large 

CASE Study: 
AEOn HOUSE, CHEnnAI

THE 
COST 

FACTOR

iming to be India’s first zero carbon home pursuing LEED V4.1 residential certification, Aeon 
House is built over 1,645 square metres (sq. metres) in Santhome, Chennai, with built-up area of 
770 sq. metres. It houses a 23.68 KW photovoltaic system, a smart rainwater and greywater (water 
that has been used for washing dishes, laundering clothes or bathing) harvesting system and 
uses locally sourced materials, apart from passive cooling techniques and automated technology 
that can control everything from air conditioning and security to wifi. This is what its owners did 
to ensure that they meet their energy goals.

1.  OpEn SpACE - 
The landscape was 

developed to provide 
green cover using 
native species. The 

total site area is 1,645 
sq.metres while the 

total landscaped area 
is 696 sq. metres

3. HEAt ISlAnD 
REDUCtIOn  

The reflection of white 
paint used on rooftops 

is 90 per cent. 
Similar methods have 
reduced the area that 

contributes to the  
heat island effect by 

79.75 per cent

2. RAInwAtER 
MAnAgEMEnt 
From the total 
rooftop and  
terrace area,  

100 per cent runoff 
is collected  

in an underground 
sump. 

4. DOUblE ROOf 
- Extruded 

polystyrene 
insulation is  

used to reduce the 
heat transfer  
on the roof

6. REnEwAblE 
EnERgy  

 The structure 
generates surplus 
renewable power

7. lIgHtIng  
 Double glazed 
windows with 

VLT (visible light 
transmission) of 0.51, 
SHGC (solar heat gain 

coefficient) of 0.28 
were used for glazing. 
This ensures optimum 

light in the house

8. HEAt gAIn  
Due to the 

inclination of the 
exterior walls 

(80 degrees), the 
building  

shades itself

9. tHERMAl 
COMfORt  

The physiological 
comfort is 

optimised by 
ensuring adequate 
cross-ventilation. 
The comfort zone 

established is 21-24 
degree celsius

10. lOCAl fOOD 
pRODUCtIOn  

Of the total 
landscape area of 
696 sq. metres, 
around 263 sq. 
meters (38 per 
cent) has been 
used for food 
production

5. wAtER USE 
REDUCtIOn  
Water saving 

techniques such as 
drip irrigation are  

used. Indoor  
water fixtures have low 

flow rates that  
reduce water used by 

41 per cent 
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A conventional bungalow with a size similar to Aeon House will cost `600  per 
sq. foot less to construct, considering use of diesel generators as backup over 
battery, heat pumps over solar water heaters, standard single glazing without 
high performance glass and solar PVs. However, it must be noted that the real 
operational cost will be reduced drastically to 0 kWh/m2 annually for the 
zero carbon home if we account for the free electricity generated on the site 
and exported to the grid through net metering. The extra investment in a zero 
carbon building can be recovered in 6.47 years, say experts.
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of space for that, the home should be connected to a re-
newable power grid. 

Other sources of renewable on-site energy such as 
biogas digesters and small wind systems may also be 
explored. In addition, large glass windows can make  
sure that the home gets ample daylight, eliminating 
the need for switching on lights during the day. Energy 
consumption can also be reduced by installing BEE-cer-
tified appliances and using LED low power consuming 
light fittings. Sensor-based lighting solutions reduce the 
use of electricity by turning off lights if there is nobody 
in the room.
Recycle & Reuse Water Waste: An on-site water treat-
ment system and separate plumbing lines for reuse of 
treated wastewater for flushing and other requirements 
can ensure optimum use of water. Even rainwater should 
be harvested. The treated water can be used for land-
scaping or car washing.  
Waste Management: Households generate a large 

CASE Study: 
AEOn HOUSE, CHEnnAI

THE 
COST 

FACTOR

iming to be India’s first zero carbon home pursuing LEED V4.1 residential certification, Aeon 
House is built over 1,645 square metres (sq. metres) in Santhome, Chennai, with built-up area of 
770 sq. metres. It houses a 23.68 KW photovoltaic system, a smart rainwater and greywater (water 
that has been used for washing dishes, laundering clothes or bathing) harvesting system and 
uses locally sourced materials, apart from passive cooling techniques and automated technology 
that can control everything from air conditioning and security to wifi. This is what its owners did 
to ensure that they meet their energy goals.

1.  OpEn SpACE - 
The landscape was 

developed to provide 
green cover using 
native species. The 

total site area is 1,645 
sq.metres while the 

total landscaped area 
is 696 sq. metres

3. HEAt ISlAnD 
REDUCtIOn  

The reflection of white 
paint used on rooftops 

is 90 per cent. 
Similar methods have 
reduced the area that 

contributes to the  
heat island effect by 

79.75 per cent

2. RAInwAtER 
MAnAgEMEnt 
From the total 
rooftop and  
terrace area,  

100 per cent runoff 
is collected  

in an underground 
sump. 

4. DOUblE ROOf 
- Extruded 

polystyrene 
insulation is  

used to reduce the 
heat transfer  
on the roof

6. REnEwAblE 
EnERgy  

 The structure 
generates surplus 
renewable power

7. lIgHtIng  
 Double glazed 
windows with 

VLT (visible light 
transmission) of 0.51, 
SHGC (solar heat gain 

coefficient) of 0.28 
were used for glazing. 
This ensures optimum 

light in the house

8. HEAt gAIn  
Due to the 

inclination of the 
exterior walls 

(80 degrees), the 
building  

shades itself

9. tHERMAl 
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The physiological 
comfort is 

optimised by 
ensuring adequate 
cross-ventilation. 
The comfort zone 

established is 21-24 
degree celsius

10. lOCAl fOOD 
pRODUCtIOn  

Of the total 
landscape area of 
696 sq. metres, 
around 263 sq. 
meters (38 per 
cent) has been 
used for food 
production

5. wAtER USE 
REDUCtIOn  
Water saving 

techniques such as 
drip irrigation are  

used. Indoor  
water fixtures have low 

flow rates that  
reduce water used by 

41 per cent 

Technology Special  Zero Carbon homes

A conventional bungalow with a size similar to Aeon House will cost `600  per 
sq. foot less to construct, considering use of diesel generators as backup over 
battery, heat pumps over solar water heaters, standard single glazing without 
high performance glass and solar PVs. However, it must be noted that the real 
operational cost will be reduced drastically to 0 kWh/m2 annually for the 
zero carbon home if we account for the free electricity generated on the site 
and exported to the grid through net metering. The extra investment in a zero 
carbon building can be recovered in 6.47 years, say experts.
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By Praveena rai

How UPI coUld be a global model, 
drIven by nPcI

Building a Global 
Payment Solution 

Technology Special  column

eeta, a 50-year-old mother stays 
with her family in mumbai. Prior to 
the lockdown, she was primarily us-
ing cash for her day-to-day purchases. 
during the lockdown, she registered 
on UPI for the first time. now, she uses 
UPI for her monthly bill payments, 
orders groceries & medicines, makes 
money transfer to her staff, and to get 
that favourite kurti for her daughter 
from an e-commerce retailer. all this, 
with instant payment confirmation, 
and, within the comfort and safety of 
her home. on occasions, where she 
has to step out, she uses UPI Qr scan 
& pay with minimal touchpoints. For 
millions like geeta, amid the pandem-
ic when social distancing is the most 
critical norm, UPI has become a boon 
for their families. 

India’s diverse market with varied 
demography poses a challenge and an 
opportunity for a payment product. 
bridging user segments, within five 
years of launch, UPI has clocked 2.7 bil-
lion transactions valued at `5 trillion 
per month and acquired a significant 

user base. nPcI-PrIce research 2020 
shows that a third of households use 
digital payments. This journey of ex-
ponential growth would not have been 
possible without the collaborative 
support of 220 participatory banks, 
Fin-tech apps, progressive regulations 
and a steadfast policy framework.  

with its Xml messaging and aPI-
based technical architecture, UPI 
possesses scalability at a low-cost. It 
offers ease of integration for banks, 
non-banking financial institutions, 
and Fintechs. The low-cost, asset-lite 
UPI Qr-based acceptance has brought 
in millions of merchants, large and 
small into its fold. It is also fully in-
teroperable. i.e. a customer of any 
bank/app can pay to a customer of any 
other bank/app.

Interoperability based on UPI’s 
one-of-a-kind four-party model has 
given the freedom to customers like 
geeta, to use any app of her choice to 
link her bank account and make/re-
ceive payments within a few seconds. 
The UPI Id, with a simplified con-
struct of “geeta@abcbank”, acts as her 
payment address through which she 
can receive the payment instantly. 

The business model also powers 
innovation at the edges, enabling par-
ticipants to create and provide a range 
of solutions to consumers and mer-
chants. This has bolstered P2P, P2m, 
P2g, P2b, b2b transactions on the UPI 
platform. UPI can be integrated with 
merchant apps for the user to have a 

seamless purchase and payment ex-
perience. It has also been approved 
for IPo subscriptions for retail inves-
tors by the Securities and exchange 
board of India, thereby simplifying 
a lengthy subscription process. with 
enhancement in features, such as the 
recent recurring mandate-based pay-
ments (UPI autoPay), the use cases for 
UPI are only limited by user needs that 
need to be addressed. 

UPI operates as an Instant Payment 
System. The UPI protocol standard 
enables the ecosystem to integrate 
with a multitude of existing banking 
channels or payment identifiers. Thus, 
UPI can act as a ubiquitous standard 
for digital payments. countries can 
adopt UPI as a readily available solu-
tion to establish their domestic pay-
ment needs. 

UPI also supports international 
remittances and the solution architec-
ture can be extended to support the 
requirements of currency conversion, 
and other requisite controls. To extend 
the “best-in-class” UPI payment expe-
rience to serve many countries, nPcI 
International Pvt ltd (nIPl) has been 
established. nIPl offers UPI as a stan-
dard, as a technology platform or as an 
entire payment and clearing system. 

UPI as a proven, truly instant pay-
ment system of scale is well-positioned 
to be a global standard for instant pay-
ments. 

(The writer is Chief Operating 
Officer, NPCI)
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By Nidhi SiNgal

From tracking vitals to helping you 
stay Fit, physically and mentally, 

wearables are now a whole new ballgame 
altogether. while smartwatches and 

smartbands are still the most preFerred, 
a number oF innovative ones are making 

their presence Felt

Wellness 
Wearables

Fitness trackers

Apple Watch Series 6
Price: `40,990 Onwards

OnePlus Band
Price: `2,499

Apple launched the Watch Series 6 in September 
last year, right in the middle of the pandemic. Besides 

tracking workouts and keeping an eye on your heart 
rate, it also measures your oxygen levels via an all-new 

sensor and Blood Oxygen app, and checks your heart 
rhythm with its ECG app. The Blood Oxygen app can 

take on-demand as well as background SpO2 readings. 
The four-lead ECG app can measure atrial fibrillation 

— a serious irregular heart rhythm. There’s also the 
Breathe app that sets breathing sessions (there's an 

animation on the watch face, you inhale when it grows 
and exhale when it shrinks), and a new Sleep feature 

that helps establish a regular sleep routine (monitors 
sleeping time, night-time disturbances etc). It, how-

ever, does not automatically track the sleep cycle.

This is a smart fitness band that records essential 
vitals and helps you stay fit. It measures both SpO2 
and heart rate. But unlike Apple, sleep tracking kicks 
in automatically and the sessions are divided into 
deep sleep, light sleep and wake time. Among daily 
activities, tracking step-count is the easiest. In ad-
dition, the band tracks 13 other activities, including 
outdoor run, indoor run, fat burn run, outdoor walk, 
outdoor cycling and indoor cycling, among others. 

Technology Special  wearables
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Technology Special  wearables

Muse S
Price: $349.99

Dipitr Strack
Price: `5,359

Samsung Buds Pro
Price: `15,990

Bose Frames Tempo
Price: `21,900

A brain-sensing headband, Muse S is 
designed to help you meditate and moni-
tor pre-sleep activity. It has a few sensors 
onboard, including EEG (to monitor brain 
activity), PPG (to monitor the heart rate), 
Pulse Oximeter (to detect oxygen levels), 

and Accelerometer and Gyroscope (to 
detect movement). A combination of 

these helps the device track your sleep, 
mind, heart, body and breath. It translates 

mental activities into guiding sounds to 
help you stay calm and focused. There are 

different types of meditation sessions to 
choose from and different soundscapes 
for each. Each session is accompanied 

by guidance and sounds, and at the end 
there’s a report on how calm you were.

This is a small wearable designed by 
Bengaluru-based wellness start-up Dipitr 
to help you correct your posture. It is at-
tached to the back using supplied magnets 
(on the shirt) or adhesive tapes (pasted on 
the back), and gives vibration alerts every 
time you slouch. It also has a coach mode 
that helps in improving your sitting posture 
through small sessions. All the data — 
straight minutes, number of slouches etc 
— is accessible within the app. The data is 
categorised on an hourly and weekly basis. 
Measuring 47x31x9mm, it has an LED indica-
tor and a multi-purpose button at the front. 

Other than answering calls and listening to mu-
sic, Samsung Buds Pro has a feature that enhances 
ambient sound. Besides keeping you aware of 
when the other person is talking and suppressing 
the surrounding noise (the intelligent active noise 
cancellation mode), the Ambient Sound feature 
can help those with mild-to-moderate hearing loss 
to hear surrounding sounds more clearly. It uses 
algorithms to raise the environment volume for 
better hearing. Nearby sounds are amplified by up 
to 20 decibels and, with four levels to choose from, 
users can adjust and customise how they experi-
ence sound according to their needs.

Bose Frames Tempo is a combination of 
sunglass and headphones. However, these 
are not traditional earplugs. Instead, they 
come with integrated speakers to “beam” 
sound into your ears. The right temple houses 
the touch interface for volume control. You 
can slide your finger forward and back to 
adjust the volume up and down. It supports 
Bluetooth advanced audio distribution profile 
(A2DP) and Bluetooth hands-free profile (HFP) 
for phone calls. The sunglass is water-resist-
ant with 99 per cent UVA/UVB protection. 

WEARABLES HEARABLES

27 June 2021  Business Today
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Nadi X
Price: $249 Onwards

Nadi X from fashion tech company Wear-
able X is a smart pant that can sense when 

your yoga pose needs refining. Using a 
series of sensors, the leggings track your 

movements and create small vibrations in 
the body part that needs correct postur-

ing using haptic feedback. Instructions on 
optimising each pose are available on the 
connected Nadi X app on both Apple and 

Android devices. 

SMART CLOTHING

ny computing device which we 
wear, be it a supplement or a stand-
ard one, can be classified under the 
category of wearables. According to 
Counterpoint Research, the global 
wearables market is expected to grow 
from $55 billion in 2020 to $150 billion 
in 2050. Dominated by smartbands and 
smartwatches, the Indian market is set 
to hit $4 billion per annum by 2025. 

“While the market would be domi-
nated by wrist wearables, we will also 
see emergence of new type of weara-
bles, from affordable tattoo, smart nail 
paint, smart connected clothing to 
immersive eyewear based on Aug-
mented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality 
technologies across enterprises as well 
as home for content consumption and 
creation. Eyewear such as smart glasses 

and smart lenses will drive majority 
of the wearables growth for the next 
decade,” says Neil Shah, Vice president, 
Research, Counterpoint Research. 

Mojo Lens, for instance, uses 
microelectronics and a tiny display. It 
shows data on the display through the 
use of AR. Applications like Google’s 
Smart Contact Lens project, which 
aims to assist people with diabetes by 
measuring the glucose levels in their 
tears, will be launched more frequently. 
New smart prosthetics and robotic 
limbs, currently under research and 
development, will also hit the market. 
Going forward, prosthetics will become 
more intuitive and will respond to 
nervous systems or brain signals.

@nidhisingal

EYE ON THE 
FUTURE 
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Running a Unicorn val-
ued at $1.5 billion does 
have its share of highs 
and lows. Virendra 
Gupta and Umang Bedi, 
Co-founders of VerSe 
Innovations (DailyHunt 
and Josh), get the daily 
dose of de-stress from 
their rigourous exercise 
regime. Exercise is what 
calms their mind and 
enables them to focus 
better. There is not a 
single day when Gupta 
misses out on his yoga 
regime. For Bedi, the 
last nine months have 
been monumental, he 
has been able to shed 
62 kgs. "I have come 
down from 140 kgs to 
78 kgs and that has 
happened due to a 
combination of intense 
cardio and weights. For 

me, fitness is a passion," 
says Bedi.

Apart from their 
respective workout re-
gimes, the duo intends 
to go trekking to the 
Annapurna Base Camp 
in Nepal every year. The 
first was in 2019, and it 
was a magical experi-
ence to be one with na-
ture. "We have decided 
to make this trek an an-
nual ritual. We couldn't 
do it last year and even 
this year due to Covid 
restrictions, but the mo-
ment it is safe to travel, 
we will head to the base 
camp," says Gupta. "It's 
the absolute lowest 
spent on a holiday, but 
it gives you maximum 
pleasure," adds Bedi.

   – ajita shashidhar

Diageo India Managing 
Director and CEO Anand 
Kripalu is a fitness freak. 
He rarely misses working out 
in the gym despite his busy 
schedule. The FMCG veteran, 
who is all set to retire from 
corporate life, says his most 
cherished memories will be 
the time spent with the Royal 
Challengers Bangalore (RCB) 
during IPL 2021. 

 Kripalu travelled with the 
team from city to city, till the 
tournament was called off. He 
often bumped into cricketers 
at breakfast or in the corridor 
of the hotel, and talked about 
lessons they could incorporate 
on the field from the corporate 
world. “After all, cricket is all 
about strategy and analysis.” 

However, the lessons the 
team has taught him, he says, 
are for more valuable. He is 
full of praise for RCB captain 
Virat Kohli. “The true test of 
leadership is when your team 
loses four games in a row, 
and yet you encourage your 
teammates to keep their chin 
up. I must say Virat has been 
exceptional. He always says 
we will turn this around, we 
will fix it.”

Cricket, says Kripalu, has 
also taught him the impor-
tance of putting one’s team 
before oneself. “People throw 
themselves at a ball for a catch 
despite an injury, as they don’t 
want to let their team down. 
It’s the culture of team spirit, 
which makes them do that 
and not the price tag they have 
been bought for.”

 – ajita shashidhar

Kripalu’s Cricketing Lessons

Keshre’s  
Kindle Joy
For Lalit Keshre, Co-Founder & 
CEO of investing platform Groww, 
books are an integral part of life. 
He has mostly been a bedtime 
reader. “I fall asleep with Kindle 
in hands. It's the only time I get to 
read in peace.”

Keshre's interests are varied. “I 
grew up in a small town. Whatever 
I could lay my hands on, I would 
read it. I started out with fiction 
and comic books like Chacha 
Chaudhary and moved to non-
fiction. Now, I read a lot about psy-
chology, history, investment and 
business.” Nassim Nicholas Taleb, 
David Eagleman and Ben Bryson 
are his favourite authors. 

“All Taleb books from Fool By 
Randomness, Skin in the Game to 
Anti-Fragile are my favourites. Anti-
Fragile is one book that I gift all my 
executives,” he says. 
He loves The Brain: The Story of 
You and Incognito by Eagleman. 
“Some writers simplify such dif-
ficult concepts for people like us 
that I wonder if we had academic 
writers like them,” he quips. 

Keshre’s long list of recommen-
dations includes Berkshire Annual 
Letters to shareholders in invest-
ing, The 22 Immutable Laws of 
Branding, books by Atul Gawande 
and Khalil Gibran in philosophy, 
and Sapiens: A Brief History of 
Mankind and Thinking Fast and 
Slow in psychology. 

Keshre prefers reading on 
Kindle. He generally reads two-
three books at a time.
 – aprajita sharma

Network The Fitness Freaks
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NaviN ChaNdaNi, MD & CEO, CRIF High Mark 

What was the problem you were 
grappling with?
I joined CRIF High Mark in February 
2020. In less than 45 days, lockdown hap-
pened. I couldn’t meet key stakeholders 
in India and globally even once physical-
ly, and all interactions happened virtu-
ally. Strategies needed to be revisited to 
ensure smooth functioning on all fronts. 

Who did you approach?
It was the learnings and interactions 
with a number of professors and partici-
pants at a course I attended – Leadership 
Programme for Enterprise Leaders in a 
VUCA World at INSEAD, Fountainbleau 
in 2018. VUCA stands for Volatility, 
Uncertainty, Complexity, and Ambiguity. 

What was the best advice you 
ever received?
The pandemic led us to a VUCA situation. 
The course had equipped me to handle 
such situations effectively. Preparedness 
and clarity helped me overcome ambigu-
ity. As the leadership team, we got togeth-
er and leveraged these learnings to first 
understand the situation on ground, con-
nect with our clients to know their needs 
and then redefine our strategy based on 
the needs. We turned the VUCA situa-
tion (lockdown), from an adverse to a 
favourable VUCA that stands for Vision, 
Understanding, Clarity and Agility.

how effective was it in resolv-
ing your problem?
We won several new clients deals as well 
as strengthened our relationships with 
existing ones. We were able to accom-
plish all our business and employee 
objectives. 
 – anand adhikari
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“PreParedness and clarity can 
helP overcome any ambiguity”






